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Abstract

Whether due to naturally occurring or human-generated vibrations, the ground is

never truly at rest. Though individual recordings of these vibrations appear to be

noisy, there are actually spatially coherent seismic signals hidden in them. By having

two receivers record this ambient seismic noise continuously and simultaneously, it is

possible to extract these hidden signals with a method called passive seismic interfer-

ometry, which e↵ectively transforms one of the receivers into a seismic source. Thus,

when performed on an array of receivers, passive seismic interferometry can produce

an entire virtual seismic survey at a fraction of the cost of a traditional seismic survey

with active sources. These virtual responses between receivers can then be used to

image the subsurface.

A number of studies have successfully implemented passive seismic interferome-

try. However, the vast majority of them focus on extracting low-frequency microseism

surface waves, which are generated by the interaction of ocean waves and the subse-

quent pressure variations along the sea-bottom. Though the resulting high-resolution

subsurface velocity maps from these studies are impressive, they do not demonstrate

the full potential of passive seismic interferometry. Hence, the goal of this thesis is to

demonstrate the ability of passive seismic interferometry to extract more than just

microseism surface waves. To do so, I apply the technique to three industry-scale

seismic arrays located in three di↵erent environments.

I first focus on urban ambient seismic noise recorded by a dense seismic array

in Long Beach, California. In this environment, passive seismic interferometry using

continuous recordings between 3 � 4 Hz extracts Rayleigh waves originating from

these local roads. After tailoring my Rayleigh-wave traveltime selection criteria to

account for the presence of noise sources within the array, I invert the traveltimes

to produce near-surface group velocity maps that reveal structures that coincide well
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with those in geologic maps, including the Newport-Inglewood fault.

I then switch to a shallow-water ocean-bottom node array in the North Sea to

show that passive seismic interferometry can extract P-waves propagating through

the water column in the ambient seismic noise field between 40�200 Hz. Examination

of the virtual responses between receivers over time reveals that the major sources of

seismic energy at these high frequencies are distant shipping noise and the operating

platform in the center of the array. Based on the successful extraction of P-waves, I

aim to extract 1D reflection profiles from the continuous data by e↵ectively performing

seismic interferometry using ambient seismic noise after up- and down-going wavefield

separation.

Finally, I work with ambient seismic noise recorded by a deep-water, long-o↵set

ocean-bottom node array o↵shore Norway. Because of the length of the array, I

focus on continuous recordings below 2 Hz, which is the microseism band. Though

passive seismic interferometry in this environment extracts the commonly observed

Scholte waves, it also extracts two other wave modes that have rarely been observed

in ambient seismic noise. One is acoustic guided waves, which can be used to produce

1D P-wave velocity profiles. The other is critical refractions, which have never been

observed in ambient seismic noise before and can potentially be used for tomography.

Because of the novelty of this observation, I model one hypothesis for the natural

generation of critical refractions.
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Preface

The electronic version of this report1 makes the included programs and applications

available to the reader. The markings ER, CR, and NR are promises by the author

about the reproducibility of each figure result. Reproducibility is a way of organizing

computational research that allows both the author and the reader of a publication

to verify the reported results. Reproducibility facilitates the transfer of knowledge

within SEP and between SEP and its sponsors.

ER denotes Easily Reproducible and are the results of processing described in the

paper. The author claims that you can reproduce such a figure from the pro-

grams, parameters, and makefiles included in the electronic document. The

data must either be included in the electronic distribution, be easily available

to all researchers (e.g., SEG-EAGE data sets), or be available in the SEP data

library2. We assume you have a UNIX workstation with Fortran, Fortran90,

C, X-Windows system and the software downloadable from our website (SEP

makerules, SEPScons, SEPlib, and the SEP latex package), or other free soft-

ware such as SU. Before the publication of the electronic document, someone

other than the author tests the author’s claim by destroying and rebuilding all

ER figures. Some ER figures may not be reproducible by outsiders because

they depend on data sets that are too large to distribute, or data that we do

not have permission to redistribute but are in the SEP data library, or that the

rules depend on commercial packages such as Matlab or Mathematica.

CR denotes Conditional Reproducibility. The author certifies that the commands

are in place to reproduce the figure if certain resources are available. The pri-

mary reasons for the CR designation is that the processing requires 20 minutes

1
http://sepwww.stanford.edu/public/docs/sep171

2
http://sepwww.stanford.edu/public/docs/sepdatalib/toc html/
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or more.

NR denotes Non-Reproducible figures. SEP discourages authors from flagging their

figures as NR except for figures that are used solely for motivation, comparison,

or illustration of the theory, such as: artist drawings, scannings, or figures taken

from SEP reports not by the authors or from non-SEP publications.

Our testing is currently limited to LINUX 2.6 (using the Intel Fortran90 compiler)

and the SEPlib-6.4.6 distribution, but the code should be portable to other architec-

tures. Reader’s suggestions are welcome. For more information on reproducing SEP’s

electronic documents, please visit http://sepwww.stanford.edu/research/redoc/.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The ground is never truly at rest. Whether human-generated like tra�c noise and in-

dustrial work, or naturally occurring like earthquakes and ocean waves, vibrations

from passive seismic sources are always propagating under our feet regardless of

whether we can sense them or not. While these background vibrations appear to

be incoherent noise when recorded by a single receiver, there is actually spatial co-

herent seismic signal hidden in the recording. By employing multiple receivers to

simultaneously record these background vibrations, it is possible to extract these hid-

den coherent seismic signals through a method called seismic interferometry. For two

receivers, the process e↵ectively returns an estimate of the Green’s function recorded

by one receiver had the other receiver been an impulsive source.

The concept of using seismic interferometry with these background vibrations,

or ambient seismic noise, is not new. Since the turn of the century, a number of

studies have estimated the impulse response between receivers with great success

across a range of spatial scales, from the continental scale with USArray to the local

scale with industry-owned seismic networks. The majority of those studies extracted

the surface-wave portion of the estimated Green’s function at very low frequencies

(below 2 Hz). The resulting surface-wave traveltimes between multiple receiver paths

within an array are often used to perform surface-wave tomography, which produces

high-resolution velocity models of the subsurface.

While seismic interferometry with ambient seismic noise has performed well at

recovering low-frequency surface waves, there have been far fewer successes when

1
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focusing on higher-frequency noise or non-surface waves. The reasons for the relative

lack of success are numerous, including the characteristic of noise sources at higher

frequencies, the relative strength of surface waves compared to body waves, and the

lack of large, dense seismic arrays that continuously record seismic data. This thesis

addresses these issues and aims to extract these less-common wave modes from the

ambient seismic noise field at the exploration scale.

BENEFITS OF PASSIVE SEISMIC SURVEYS

A passive seismic survey refers to an array of receivers that continuously records

the ambient seismic noise field. Though these surveys do not record the same high-

resolution seismic data as traditional seismic surveys with active seismic sources (e.g.,

marine air guns, vibroseis trucks, explosives), they can sometimes provide a more

practical option for subsurface imaging when combined with seismic interferometry.

First, seismic surveys with active seismic sources are expensive to operate, from

the amount of man-power required to execute these surveys to the financial cost of

the acquisition equipment. The cost of these surveys increases when interested in

time-lapse studies, where multiple surveys over time are required. With a passive

seismic survey, expensive active seismic sources are no longer required. Instead, the

signal is ambient seismic noise, which is continuously generated everywhere at no

cost. Because ambient seismic noise is always being generated, it is also naturally

suited for low-cost subsurface monitoring.

Second, active seismic sources, particularly those used for hydrocarbon explo-

ration, are often unrealistic or highly inconvenient in certain environments. For

instance, using vibroseis trucks to perform seismic surveys in urban environments,

though doable, presents multiple logistical challenges such as acquiring city permits

and educating the community about the nature of active seismic surveys. Alter-

natively, ambient seismic noise occurs without any disruption to the surrounding

environment. The requirement of only an array of continuously recording receivers

allows new locations, such as urban settings and environmentally protected areas,

to be seismically imaged in a non-intrusive manner. The ability to seismically char-

acterize the subsurface in these areas can have significant benefits, particularly for

earthquake hazard analysis in densely populated regions.
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Third, active seismic sources often have di�culty creating low-frequency (below

10 Hz) energy. Though technology is developing to address this frequency gap (e.g.,

Dellinger et al., 2016), they are not yet commonly employed. These low frequencies

can be useful for building starting velocity models for full-waveform inversion. Con-

veniently, ambient seismic noise is commonly strong at low frequencies and has the

potential to fill in parts of this frequency gap. Furthermore, because the ambient

seismic noise field is composed of primarily surface waves, it is well suited to char-

acterize near-surface seismic velocities. This knowledge can be useful for improving

the results of traditional seismic imaging algorithms. Though challenging to extract,

low-frequency body waves in the ambient seismic noise field can also help generate

useful starting models for imaging algorithms.

AMBIENT SEISMIC NOISE

In this thesis, ambient seismic noise refers to any seismic vibration not due to an active

seismic source such as a vibroseis truck or a marine air gun. As a result, the ambient

seismic noise field is my signal and any energy from traditional active-source seismic

surveys is my noise. This is the opposite distinction from traditional seismic surveys.

Sources of these background vibrations can be either natural or human-induced.

At low frequencies (below 2 Hz), the ambient seismic noise field is dominated by

microseism energy, which is generated when ocean waves interact with each other to

produce pressure variations at the sea bottom (Longuet-Higgins, 1950) or when ocean

waves interact with the shoreline (Hasselmann, 1963). Though they are generated

continuously, microseisms are strongest during stormy weather conditions because

the strength of microseism energy is tied to the size of the ocean waves. Microseisms

propagate primarily as surface waves (e.g., Blaik and Donn, 1953; Friedrich et al.,

1998; Ekström, 2001), though they can also propagate as body waves (e.g., Toksöz and

Lacoss, 1968; Landès et al., 2010). Importantly, these microseisms can be recorded

everywhere (both on land and at sea) regardless of distance from the ocean, and often

propagate along all azimuths. Because of the pervasiveness and strength of surface

waves in the low-frequency microseism band, they are the most commonly used wave

modes in ambient seismic noise studies. This thesis explores the ambient seismic noise

field beyond these microseism surface waves. In Chapter 5, I focus on body waves in

the microseism band.
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At frequencies above 2 Hz, the sources of seismic noise shift from primarily nat-

ural sources (like ocean waves) to primarily anthropogenic sources. On land, road

tra�c dominates the ambient seismic noise field, particularly in urban environments

(Chapter 2). Industrial noise can also greatly influence the background noise field,

though it is less common than road tra�c in many locations. Like microseisms, these

anthropogenic sources on land primarily generate surface waves, though they can also

produce body waves (Nakata et al., 2011). In Chapter 3, I work with the ambient

seismic noise field between 3� 4 Hz in an urban environment.

In marine environments, the sources of high-frequency (above 2 Hz) seismic energy

are di↵erent than on land. From approximately 10 � 500 Hz, the ambient seismic

noise field is dominated by primarily distant shipping noise (Wenz, 1972) propagating

mostly horizontally through the water layer. Because the sea bottom and sea surface

act as a waveguide for P-waves, shipping noise originating great distances from a

receiver can be recorded. In the presence of drilling platforms, industrial noise can also

be prevalent at these frequencies. From approximately 500 Hz�25 kHz, the ambient

seismic noise field is dominated by breaking waves at the sea surface (Hildebrand,

2009), which propagates mostly vertically rather than horizontally. During periods

of stormy weather, this breaking-wave energy can be detected at frequencies below

100 Hz (Brooks and Gerstoft, 2009). Since attenuation becomes more significant as

frequency increases, breaking-wave energy is constrained to mostly shallow waters

(100s m). In Chapter 4, I work with the ambient seismic noise field between 40 �
200 Hz in a marine environment.

PASSIVE SEISMIC INTERFEROMETRY

The primary tool for extracting spatially coherent signal from the ambient seismic

noise field is passive seismic interferometry. By cross-correlating simultaneous and

continuous recordings of ambient seismic noise from two receivers, it is possible to ex-

tract the estimated Green’s function (EGF) between those two receivers. The process

e↵ectively converts one of the receivers into a virtual seismic source. By repeating this

procedure for all combinations of receivers in an array, an entire seismic survey can be

simulated without involving a single active seismic source. Therefore, passive seismic

interferometry is a data-processing method that creates a virtual seismic survey at a

fraction of the cost of a traditional active-source seismic survey.
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The concept of using seismic interferometry to extract spatially coherent seismic

signal from the ambient seismic noise field has been proposed and used in prac-

tice for half a century. Claerbout (1968) first showed that the reflection response

of a 1D medium could be retrieved from the auto-correlation of the transmission re-

sponse, and Rickett and Claerbout (1999) proposed that cross-correlating noise traces

recorded at two receivers would produce the wavefield that would be recorded between

the two receivers. Since the beginning of this century, significant progress has been

made in the applications of passive seismic interferometry. Campillo and Paul (2003)

demonstrated that the EGF between two seismic stations could be retrieved by cross-

correlating seismic coda waves. In 2005, the EGFs from ambient seismic noise were

used for surface wave tomography. The relative density and the number of stations

within the array allowed the estimation of high-resolution velocity models at the re-

gional scale that had previously been unobtainable with limited earthquake sources

(Shapiro et al., 2005; Sabra et al., 2005a).

Since then, numerous studies regarding passive seismic interferometry have been

performed across multiple spatial scales with great success. The vast majority of

these studies have focused on extracting the microseism surface-wave component of

the EGF, with the resulting traveltimes of the surface waves used for high-resolution

tomography at the continental (e.g., Lin et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2008; Bensen et al.,

2008) and exploration scales (e.g., de Ridder and Dellinger, 2011; de Ridder et al.,

2014; Mordret et al., 2014). In some cases, microseism diving waves (Roux et al.,

2005) and reflections (Zhan et al., 2010; Ruigrok et al., 2011; Poli et al., 2012) have

been successfully retrieved at the continental scale. However, there is no documented

successful extraction of critical refractions from microseisms prior to Chapter 5 in

this thesis.

The success of ambient noise studies at these scales has increased interest in

applying this methodology to higher frequencies (greater than 2 Hz). There are a

number of reasons to try to extract higher-frequency EGFs. For surface waves, they

can provide velocity information about the near-surface (e.g., top 30 m), which is vital

in earthquake hazard analysis. Higher frequencies of the ambient seismic noise field

also have the potential to contain body waves, which would allow for high-resolution

seismic imaging at the exploration scale.

For the most part, studies working with these frequencies have been restricted
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to small-scale feasibility tests, as there are few large, dense array networks available

for these types of studies. With small-scale arrays on land, it has been shown that

high-frequency surface waves originating from anthropogenic sources can be extracted

from the ambient seismic noise field (Halliday et al., 2008) and used to determine

near-surface shear velocities (Picozzi et al., 2009; Pilz et al., 2012). Additionally,

high-frequency body-wave reflections at the exploration scale can be extracted under

highly ideal conditions where there is a single dominant noise source (e.g., road traf-

fic) in an otherwise remote area (Draganov et al., 2007, 2013; Nakata et al., 2011).

These reflections were then used to produce a migrated image of the subsurface. In

Chapter 3, I extract Rayleigh waves between 3� 4 Hz generated by road tra�c in an

urban environment using passive seismic interferometry.

In marine environments, the dominant sources of seismic energy above 40 Hz are

shipping noise, industrial noise, distant active seismic sources, and breaking waves at

the sea surface. While these sources of energy rarely generate surface waves, they do

produce P-waves. Using a small L-shaped (vertical and horizontal) array in o↵shore

New Jersey, Brooks and Gerstoft (2009), extracted direct, sea-surface reflected, and

sea-bottom reflected events in the water column generated by shipping and breaking-

wave noise using seismic interferometry on ambient seismic noise between 20�100 Hz.

Mordret et al. (2013) extracted an apparent acoustic wave originating from an oper-

ating platform. Using an approach called passive fathometry, Gerstoft et al. (2008a)

and Siderius et al. (2010) correlated up- and down-going energy from breaking waves

at the sea surface to produce a shallow reflection image of the subsurface. In Chap-

ter 4, I extract high-frequency (40� 200 Hz) P-waves from the ambient seismic noise

field in a shallow marine environment using seismic interferometry and a modified

passive fathometry approach.

Theory

Seismic interferometry states that cross-correlating simultaneous and continuous record-

ings of ambient seismic noise from two receivers yields an estimate of the Green’s

function and its time-reversed version between the two receivers. In equation form,
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this process can be expressed as (Wapenaar et al., 2010):
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. S(t) represents the auto-correlation of the source

function. Convolution is expressed as ⇤, with cross-correlation being defined as the

convolution of one recording with the time-reversed version of another recording. h·i
represents ensemble averaging over all surrounding impulsive sources x

s

. In words,

the cross-correlation of seismic recordings at two receivers e↵ectively evaluates the

sum of cross-correlations of recordings of individual sources surrounding the receivers

(Equation 1.1). This procedure yields an estimate of the Green’s function and its

time-reversed version had receiver A been a virtual source (Equation 1.2).

Passive seismic interferometry theory requires certain conditions to be met in

order for an accurate, time-symmetric EGF to be extracted between two receivers.

The first requirement is that noise sources must illuminate the two receivers equally

from all directions (Lobkis and Weaver, 2001). For surface waves, noise sources at

the surface surrounding the receivers is required. For body waves, noise sources not

only at the surface but also in the subsurface is required. The second requirement

is that noise sources are uncorrelated in time, which allows the ensemble averaging

of cross-correlations of recordings of individual noise sources to be replaced by a

single cross-correlation over a long period of time during which there are sources

being excited in all directions (Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006). This requirement is

important in practice because separate responses to each individual noise source are no

longer necessary. We can now use long recordings of continuously and simultaneously

acting noise sources. While the second requirement is often met in practice, the first

requirement is not. However, it is still possible to obtain reliable EGFs from the

ambient seismic noise field in practice as long as strong noise sources are located in
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certain positions around the receivers. This point is best explained with 2D synthetic

examples.

Synthetic examples

To demonstrate the results of passive seismic interferometry, I provide 2D synthetic

examples with di↵erent source distributions. The synthetic examples are set up with

two receivers spaced 400 m apart in a lossless medium with a propagation velocity of

500 m/s. Point sources emitting Ricker wavelets with a central frequency of 30 Hz

surround the two receivers at 0.25� intervals, with their distances from the midpoint of

the two receivers randomly chosen from a uniform distribution between 1000�2000 m.

Note that these sources could also be temporally uncorrelated noise, in which case

the EGFs would be convolved with the auto-correlation of the noise rather than the

auto-correlation of the Ricker wavelet. In each example, I change the amplitudes

of the sources based on azimuth to simulate uneven source distributions around the

receivers that are often encountered in practice.

Figure 1.1: Set up for synthetic
2D example. Inverted triangles
represent receivers, with red corre-
sponding to receiver A and green
corresponding to receiver B. Black
points surrounding receivers are
random point source locations.
0� corresponds to direction point-
ing right along the blue dotted
line connecting receivers. [ER]

chap1/. syn-mod

The first example is the ideal situation where there are sources evenly illuminating

the receivers from all directions (Figure 1.1). Receiver B is the virtual source location

(green) and receiver A is the receiver location (red). First, I model the responses at
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both receivers as a function of source azimuth (Figures 1.2a-b). Note that the arrival

times of the individual sources are random. Next, I cross-correlate the responses

from each source separately and plot the results by source azimuth (Figure 1.2c).

This gather is referred to as a correlation gather, and the associated traveltimes now

vary smoothly over source azimuth (unlike in the previous receiver gathers). Next,

I average traces across all source azimuths in the correlation gather (Figure 1.2d),

which results in peaks at �0.8 and �0.8 s. Given the model parameters, this is the

expected response (and its time-reversed version) had there been a source at receiver

B recorded by receiver A (Equations 1.1 and 1.2).

From the correlation gather and the resulting average, it is clear that the primary

contribution to the final EGF between the receivers comes from sources near 0� and

180�. These are the sources that are approximately in-line with the orientation of the

receiver pairs. Contributions of the events near these angles constructively interfere,

while contributions of events outside of these angles destructively interfere. These

regions in-line with the receivers are referred to as stationary phase regions, or Fresnel

zones. Sources in these regions emit energy that pass through one receiver before

continuing on to the other receiver.

Oftentimes in practice, noise sources are not evenly distributed around receivers.

For instance, the ambient seismic noise field can be dominated by ocean waves inter-

acting with the coastline in certain locations, in which case the stronger noise sources

are located in a limited range of azimuths relative to the receiver pair. I will take

a look at the two extreme cases where strong sources are located in-line with the

receivers and where they are perpendicular to the orientation of the receivers.

When strong noise sources are located in one of the stationary phase regions (left

of receivers in Figure 1.3a), the correlation gather (Figure 1.3b) is dominated by

the sources at those azimuths. The resulting average of the correlation gather (Fig-

ure 1.3c) reveals a single dominant arrival at �0.8 s, which is the expected response for

the time-reversed Green’s function if receiver B was the virtual source and receiver A

was the receiver. Thus, when energy propagates through the receiver location before

reaching the virtual source location, the resulting EGF contains a peak at negative

time lags. Similarly, when energy propagates through the virtual source location

before reaching the receiver location, the resulting EGF contains a peak at positive

time lags. Though the EGF here is not symmetric over time lag (as theory suggests),
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Figure 1.2: Interferometry with even illumination from sources surrounding the two
receivers (see Figure 1.1). (a) Responses at receiver A as a function of source azimuth.
(b) Responses at receiver B as a function of source azimuth. (c) Cross-correlation
of responses at receivers A and B as a function of source azimuth. (d) Average of

correlation responses. [ER] chap1/. even
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the arrival time at negative time lags is still reliable because one of the stationary

phase regions is strongly illuminated by noise sources. This example shows that while

theory requires sources surrounding the receivers, the primary contributions to the

EGF are from stationary phase regions.

Figure 1.3: Interferometry with strong illumination from sources in-line with and to
the left of the receivers. (a) Model geometry, with strong noise sources depicted by
larger points. (b) Cross-correlation of responses at receivers A and B as a function of

source azimuth. (c) Average of correlation responses. [ER] chap1/. inline

When strong noise sources are located perpendicular to the orientation of receivers

(Figure 1.4a), the correlation gather (Figure 1.4b) is dominated by sources at those

azimuths. Unlike in the previous example, the resulting average of the correlation

gather (Figure 1.4c) shows no strong peaks at the expected arrival times (�0.8 and

0.8 s). Instead, the EGF contains energy at earlier arrival times than expected. These

events are artifacts of having strong sources outside of the stationary phase locations

and are not representative of the true Green’s function between the two receivers.

Signals from sources outside the stationary phase locations do not first propagate

to one receiver then continue to the other, but rather reach both receivers at similar

times. These two examples indicate the importance of understanding the noise source

locations relative to receiver orientations prior to interpreting the EGFs. If passive

seismic interferometry is blindly applied, the accepted traveltime measurements in the

EGFs could be artificially early. Chapter 2 takes multiple approaches to characterize

the ambient seismic noise field in a complex urban environment prior to applying

passive seismic interferometry.
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Figure 1.4: Interferometry with strong illumination from sources perpendicular to the
line connecting the receivers. (a) Model geometry, with strong noise sources depicted
by larger points. (b) Cross-correlation of responses at receivers A and B as a function

of source azimuth. (c) Average of correlation responses. [ER] chap1/. xline

Note that these 2D synthetic examples also generalize to 3D examples, with sta-

tionary phase regions becoming stationary phase volumes. These 2D synthetic ex-

amples also hold for body waves, assuming that there is a reflector below the surface

and that noise sources also emit body-wave energy. Whereas the stationary phase

locations for surface waves and diving waves are anywhere outside and in-line with

the receiver orientation, the stationary phase locations for reflected waves are regions

in-line with the receivers that produce specular reflections between the two receivers

(Nakata et al., 2011; Draganov et al., 2013). For critical refractions, the station-

ary phase locations are in regions at the critical refraction angle above the receivers.

While the same distant critical refraction could be recorded by the receivers, their

cross-correlation results in a virtual refraction that has an origin time of 0 s (Mike-

sell et al., 2009). Chapter 5 discovers critical refractions in microseisms recorded

by a deep-water, long-o↵set array and models a possible method for their natural

generation.

Interferometric processing

In practice, the ambient seismic noise field is not composed of individual impulsive

sources, but rather of simultaneously acting noise sources. When these noise sources
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are uncorrelated in time, averaging over the cross-correlations of recordings of indi-

vidual noise sources (as done in the previous examples) can be replaced by a single

cross-correlation over a long period of time during which noise sources from all direc-

tions are recorded.

From this point, there are a number of processing steps that can be performed to

improve the quality of the final EGFs. One is to divide individual continuous record-

ings of ambient seismic noise into short, overlapping time windows, called Welch’s

method (Welch, 1967). Each subset of continuous recordings is cross-correlated with

corresponding recordings from other receivers, with the resulting correlations from

each subset averaged to obtain the final EGF. Using Welch’s method for seismic in-

terferometry has a number of benefits compared to a single cross-correlation of a long

time series. Among them is that high-amplitude transient events (such as earthquakes

and instrument spikes) have less e↵ect on the final EGF when they are part of an

ensemble average and that this approach appears to lead to faster convergence of

EGFs (Seats et al., 2012).

Another major processing decision is how to perform the cross-correlation proce-

dure. While a simple cross-correlation performs well in theory where there is even

illumination from all directions, the procedure is susceptible to prevalent monochro-

matic sources (e.g., electrical noise), biases in the frequency content of the signal

(e.g., due to frequency bandpass filters) and general amplitude inaccuracies due to

poor coupling of instruments. These are common issues in seismic field data. An

alternative approach is to calculate the cross-coherence between continuous record-

ings rather than the cross-correlation. This approach is equivalent to whitening the

spectra of the input recordings by a smoothed version of their respective amplitude

spectra (Bensen et al., 2007; Seats et al., 2012). Though the amplitude information is

lost, the phase information is maintained. The result is often a more robust, broader-

band EGF than from standard cross-correlation. Throughout this thesis, I employ

both Welch’s method and cross-coherence for passive seismic interferometry.

IMAGING

After successfully performing passive seismic interferometry for each receiver pair in

an array, the result is a full virtual seismic survey with a virtual source located at
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every receiver position. In practice, the corresponding virtual source gathers are of-

ten dominated by surface waves. By measuring the arrival time of the surface waves

between each receiver pair, tomography can be performed to produce high-resolution

velocity maps (e.g. Shapiro et al., 2005; Lin et al., 2008; de Ridder and Dellinger,

2011). Surface waves are often dispersive (velocity varies with frequency) in practice,

as lower frequencies correspond to longer wavelengths that sense deeper, typically

faster material. Therefore, by focusing on traveltimes of surface waves at di↵erent

frequencies, velocity maps corresponding to a range of depths can be generated. In

addition to velocity maps, it is also common to invert the dispersion curves associated

with the extracted surface waves for a 1D shear-wave velocity profile of the subsurface

(e.g., Mordret et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2013). In Chapter 3, I use traveltimes associ-

ated with tra�c-induced Rayleigh waves in a straight-ray tomography procedure to

generate shallow group velocity maps.

Though body waves are more rarely extracted from the ambient seismic noise

field, they can in theory be used just like body waves from active seismic surveys to

image the subsurface. For instance, Draganov et al. (2013) and Nakata et al. (2011)

migrated reflections extracted from the ambient seismic noise field to produce seismic

images of the subsurface. The critical refractions in Chapter 5 could potentially be

used for refraction tomography.

THESIS OVERVIEW

The primary goal of this thesis is to showcase the ability of passive seismic inter-

ferometry to extract wave modes beyond microseism surface waves. To show this,

I apply the technique to three di↵erent field data sets in three di↵erent acquisition

environments. The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

Ambient noise characterization in an urban environment

Understanding the ambient seismic noise field is vital to the interpretation of EGFs

from passive seismic interferometry. In Chapter 2, I characterize the complex spatial

and temporal characteristics of the ambient seismic noise field recorded by the dense

Long Beach, California, passive seismic array. Because of the array’s proximity to the

Pacific Ocean and its urban setting, I focus on a broad range of frequencies between
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0.5� 15 Hz. Power spectral density maps reveal the location of strong sources within

the array. Spectrograms from subsets of recordings within the array reveal how these

sources of seismic noise change over time. Beamforming reveals the direction of

propagation of ambient seismic noise across di↵erent parts of the array.

Ambient noise tomography using tra�c noise

In Chapter 3, I perform passive seismic interferometry on ambient seismic noise

recordings from the Long Beach array for frequencies between 3� 4 Hz. The result-

ing virtual source gathers contain both fundamental and first-order mode Rayleigh

waves induced by local road tra�c. Focusing on the fundamental mode, I tailor my

traveltime selection criteria based on the ambient seismic noise field characteristics

from Chapter 2. Using the selected traveltimes, I perform straight-ray tomography

to generate near-surface group velocity maps. I then compare the velocity maps to a

geologic map of the region.

P-wave extraction in a shallow marine environment

Because the sea-surface and the sea-bottom act as a waveguide, high-frequency P-

waves can propagate long distances through the ocean with little attenuation. In

Chapter 4, I perform passive seismic interferometry with phase-weighted stacking

on continuous recordings from the Forties shallow-water ocean-bottom node array

to extract high-frequency (40 � 200 Hz) P-waves. I create virtual source gathers

along di↵erent source-receiver azimuths for di↵erent time periods to determine the

directionality of the P-wave events as they cross the array. In an attempt to extract

a 1D reflection profile from these P-waves, I adapt the traditional passive fathometry

approach for horizontally oriented arrays.

Body-wave extraction in a deep-water marine environment

Though microseisms are typically dominated by surface waves, they can also contain

body waves. In Chapter 5, I perform multi-component passive seismic interferometry

on continuous recordings of microseisms from the Moere Vest long-o↵set, deep-water
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ocean-bottom node array. Virtual source gathers reveal three di↵erent wave modes:

Scholte waves, guided acoustic waves, and critical refractions. Given that the latter

two events have rarely been extracted from the ambient seismic noise field, I outline

evidence for the classification of each wave mode. I then model wave propagation

through a simplified elastic model of the region to test a hypothesis for the natural

generation of critical refractions.

Appendices

In Appendix A, I show that the virtual super-source gather from the Long Beach

array reveals a diving P-wave that originates primarily from northwest of the array.

In Appendix B, I show virtual source gathers derived from the microseism energy

recorded by the Long Beach array.



Chapter 2

Urban ambient noise

characterization

An understanding of the ambient seismic noise field is critical for interpreting the

quality and reliability of estimated Green’s functions from passive seismic interfer-

ometry. In this chapter, I investigate the spatial and temporal characteristics of the

ambient seismic noise field recorded by a unique dense seismic array in Long Beach,

California. Power spectral density maps, spectrograms, and beamforming analysis

in such an urban environment reveal two general sources of continuous seismic en-

ergy. The first is ocean-generated noise, which originates from outside the array and

influences all recordings at lower frequencies (less than 2 Hz). The second is human-

generated noise, which is generated within the array and influences nearby receivers

at higher frequencies (greater than 2 Hz). The groundwork laid in this chapter will

help guide the preprocessing steps taken when performing tomographic inversion of

fundamental Rayleigh waves in the next chapter.

INTRODUCTION

To accurately estimate Green’s functions from the ambient seismic noise field, noise

sources must be evenly distributed around the receivers, excite all wave modes with

equal energy, and be uncorrelated in time (Lobkis and Weaver, 2001; Wapenaar, 2004;

Snieder et al., 2010). In this ideal case, noise sources in regions in-line with the two

receivers (called the Fresnel zones) contribute most to the estimated Green’s function

17
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(EGF), as the noise sources outside these regions destructively interfere with each

other (Snieder, 2004; Wapenaar et al., 2010). While these conditions are rarely met in

practice, acceptable EGFs can still be obtained when the distribution of noise sources

spans at least one of the Fresnel zones (Stehly et al., 2006; Garnier and Papanicolaou,

2009). Thus, the reliability of EGFs from passive seismic interferometry is highly

dependent on the temporal and spatial distributions of noise sources.

While ambient seismic noise originates from a number of di↵erent sources, two par-

ticular sources tend to dominate the recorded data: ocean waves and human activity.

Seismic noise generated by the former source is often referred to as microseisms and

occurs when ocean waves interact with each other to produce pressure variations at

the sea bottom (Longuet-Higgins, 1950) or when ocean waves interact with the shore-

line (Hasselmann, 1963). This energy is generated continuously, recorded everywhere,

and typically found at frequencies below 2 Hz. Because this particular noise source

is located in the oceans, the corresponding seismic energy tends to propagate per-

pendicular to the coastline on land (Sabra et al., 2005b; Lin et al., 2009) and across

all azimuths in marine environments (Mordret et al., 2013; de Ridder and Biondi,

2015). These ocean waves also generate the strongest seismic signals during times

of stormy conditions (Gerstoft et al., 2008b; de Ridder and Dellinger, 2011). While

most microseisms propagate as surface waves (e.g., Blaik and Donn, 1953; Friedrich

et al., 1998; Ekström, 2001), they can also propagate as body waves (e.g., Toksöz and

Lacoss, 1968; Landès et al., 2010).

On the other hand, seismic energy originating from anthropogenic sources such as

vehicle tra�c on land (e.g.. Halliday et al., 2008; Nakata et al., 2011) and shipping

and platform noise in marine environments (e.g., Wenz, 1972; Hildebrand, 2009) is

typically found at frequencies above 2 Hz. This seismic energy often propagates as

surface waves (e.g., Halliday et al., 2008; Behm et al., 2014), although it has also been

found to propagate as body waves in both land and marine environments (e.g., Nakata

et al., 2011; Mordret et al., 2013). Unlike ocean waves, though, human activity is often

highly localized in time and space, making their resulting seismic energy challenging

for use in passive seismic interferometry. Thus, careful analysis of noise sources is

critical for any ambient seismic noise study, particularly in areas where there is much

human activity.

Such an area is Long Beach, California, which is an urban metropolis along the
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Pacific Ocean. In January 2012, NodalSeismic deployed a seismic array throughout

the city (Figure 2.1). The array spanned an 8.5 km ⇥ 4.5 km region and consisted

of approximately 2400 vertical-component geophones with 10-Hz corner frequency

and an average receiver spacing close to 100 m. While many ambient seismic noise

studies have been performed on land, there have been very few that have benefitted

from seismic data recorded by such a large and dense array, let alone in such an urban

environment. The use of a non-invasive technique like passive seismic interferometry

in this type of densely-populated environment can have a large impact in fields such

as earthquake hazard assessment

Given the importance of understanding noise sources for passive seismic inter-

ferometry, particularly in the presence of human activity, this chapter focuses on

exploiting the density, dimensions, and location of the Long Beach array for pin-

pointing various noise sources and their influence on the ambient seismic field in both

time and space. First, I elaborate on the continuous recordings from the array. I then

compute power spectral densities (PSD) of recorded ambient seismic noise, creating

both PSD spatial distribution maps to locate potential sources of noise and spectro-

grams to observe how they vary over time. Finally, I apply beamforming on the raw

recordings to determine the slowness and azimuthal distribution of seismic energy

propagating from these noise sources.

LONG BEACH CONTINUOUS RECORDINGS

As previously mentioned, the dense Long Beach array consists of approximately 2400

vertical-component geophones and has an average geophone spacing close to 100 m

(Figure 2.1). Each geophone recorded continuously for a three-month period and at a

sampling rate of 2 ms, resulting in approximately 48 TB of seismic data. To manage

such large amounts of data, I downsampled the data to 16 Hz Nyquist frequency and

segmented continuous recordings from each geophone into non-overlapping, Hanning-

tapered two-hour time windows.

Comparison of the raw, frequency-bandpassed data at midnight (Figure 2.2) and

at noon (Figure 2.3) on January 17, 2012, reveal a number of interesting patterns.

Note that amplitudes are scaled and clipped di↵erently across the di↵erent frequency

ranges to account for the 3 Hz low-cut frequency filter that had been applied to the
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Figure 2.1: Satellite view of receiver locations in the dense Long Beach, California
array. [NR] chap2/. lb-sat
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data, but are comparable across di↵erent time periods. For frequencies between 0.5-

1.0 Hz (left panels), a continuous but random wavefield is observed at both times

across the entire array. This is likely microseism energy, and it appears to be approx-

imately the same strength throughout the entire day.

For frequencies between 3-4 Hz (middle panels), there are high seismic amplitudes

in the northern part of the array, which corresponds to an area Interstate 405 passes

over. The fact that the amplitudes are higher during the daytime than during the

nighttime further suggests that this energy is likely directly related to tra�c from the

highway. Additionally, there appears to be some high amplitudes during the daytime

in the southeast section of the array. Though there are roads in that area, they are

unlikely to be as popular as Interstate 405. These relatively high amplitudes could

be more indicative of site amplification e↵ects from the artificial fill associated with

Alamitos Bay (California Department of Conservation, 2012) than the direct amount

of noise from tra�c in that area.

For frequencies between 14-15 Hz (right panels), there are high seismic amplitudes

with roughly linear patterns at both times. During the night, the high amplitudes

appear to coincide with Interstate 405 cutting across northern part of the array and

with Studebaker Road along the east side of the array. During the daytime, there

are higher seismic amplitudes recorded throughout the array, and they appear along

other major roads in addition to those previously mentioned. Thus, tra�c noise likely

drives the ambient noise field at these frequencies.

Overall, it appears that microseism energy dominates the ambient seismic noise

field at lower frequencies while energy from tra�c dominates at higher frequencies,

as expected. In the next section, I look to examine the continuous recordings in the

frequency domain in order to pinpoint the spatial and temporal distributions of these

noise sources at Long Beach.

FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF AMBIENT NOISE

Generating and examining noise power spectral densities (PSD) is the standard

method for quantifying seismic background noise (McNamara and Boaz, 2005). PSD

reveal how power in a signal is distributed over a range of frequencies. Before calcu-

lating the PSD at each receiver, I prepare the recordings by segmenting the previous
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Figure 2.2: Snapshots of the raw data at 00:00 PST on January 17, 2012. (a) 0.5-1 Hz.
(b) 3-4 Hz. (c) 14-15 Hz. The amplitudes are clipped and scaled independently from

panel to panel to account for the low-cut frequency filter. [CR] chap2/. lb-208-snaps

Figure 2.3: Snapshots of the raw data at 12:00 PST on January 17, 2012. (a) 0.5-
1 Hz. (b) 3-4 Hz. (c) 14-15 Hz. The amplitudes in each panel are clipped and scaled

in the same manner as their counterparts in Figure 2.2. [CR] chap2/. lb-214-snaps
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two-hour time windows into 5-minute patches with 50% overlap. Next I subtract

the mean from each time segment to remove any systematic o↵set or zero-frequency

component. I then apply a smooth Hanning taper to each time segment to reduce ar-

tifacts when performing a Fourier transform on a truncated time series. To compute

the PSD for a time segment, I take the one-dimensional, discrete Fourier transform

and then compute the square of the complex amplitude.

PSD Spatial Distribution Maps

To pinpoint potential sources of noise at Long Beach, I generate spatial distribution

maps of the noise PSD by plotting them at their receiver locations. I average the PSD

derived from 47 consecutive overlapping 5-minute time segments to obtain a single

PSD for a given two-hour time window. By averaging over multiple overlapping time

segments, I decrease the variance in the PSD estimates and reduce the influence

of spurious events. Much like the plots of the frequency-bandpassed recordings in

the previous section, I show results from two di↵erent time windows to get a sense

of how the spatial distribution of spectral power di↵ers between calmer periods of

human activity (00:00 to 02:00 PST of January 17, 2012; Figure 2.4) and periods

of peak human activity (12:00 to 14:00 PST of January 17, 2012; Figure 2.5). As

before, amplitudes are scaled and clipped di↵erently across the di↵erent frequencies

to account for the 3 Hz low-cut frequency filter that had been applied to the data,

but are comparable across di↵erent time periods.

The PSD spatial distribution maps reveal regions where high amounts of seismic

energy are being recorded and potentially produced. At 1 Hz (left panels), much

of the energy can be found along the coastline, suggesting that microseism energy

originating from the Pacific Ocean dominates at these low frequencies. Additionally,

energy along the coastline and throughout the array at this particular frequency

appears to be stronger during the daytime than during the nighttime. Given that

human activity is more prevalent during the daytime hours, there is potential that

1 Hz is near the transition frequency at which ambient seismic noise sources shift

from primarily dominated by ocean waves to human activity.

At 4 Hz (middle panels), there is clearly strong energy localized along all of In-

terstate 405 (northern region the array) and along Studebaker Road (east side of the
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Figure 2.4: Snapshots of averaged PSD between 00:00-02:00 PST of January 17,
2012. (a) 1 Hz. (b) 4 Hz. (c) 15 Hz. The spectral power are clipped and scaled
independently from panel to panel to account for the low-cut frequency filter. [CR]

chap2/. lb-208-fxs

Figure 2.5: Snapshots of averaged PSD between 12:00-14:00 PST of January 17, 2012.
(a) 1 Hz. (b) 4 Hz. (c) 15 Hz. The spectral power in each panel is clipped and scaled

in the same manner as their counterparts in Figure 2.4. [CR] chap2/. lb-214-fxs
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array) throughout the day. The extent of the vibrations from these roads reaches

significantly further distances during the daytime, when there are many more vehi-

cles on the roads. Furthermore, as in the frequency-bandpassed raw recordings, the

southeast region of the array displays strong seismic energy at this frequency during

the daytime and to a lesser degree during the nighttime. I previously hypothesized

that the high seismic amplitudes in the region were due more to seismic amplification

e↵ects of artificial fill than to direct vibrations from tra�c. The PSD maps here

support this hypothesis, as the border for high spectral power in this region remains

fairly consistent (between 1296�1298 km easting and 1226�1228 km northing) over

time. In other words, the spatial extent of this high spectral power region does not

change significantly when there are more cars on the road, suggesting that the seis-

mic energy there is not indicative of more tra�c but rather indicative of a geologic

boundary. This behavior is di↵erent from the regions of high spectral power around

Interstate 405, which display greater spatial extent during daytime hours with heav-

ier tra�c. Therefore, tra�c noise along Interstate 405 and other major local roads

appear to dominate the ambient seismic noise field at 4 Hz.

At 15 Hz (right panels), there are high amounts of seismic energy localized at

receivers along Interstate 405 and other local roads. The di↵erence in spatial extent

of highway energy at 4 Hz and 15 Hz can be attributed to attenuation. The highway

energy at 15 Hz is localized because higher frequencies attenuate more rapidly with

distance, whereas the highway energy at 4 Hz is more spread out because lower

frequencies attenuate more gradually with distance. Much like at 4 Hz, there is

generally more seismic energy during daytime hours when there is more tra�c, and

Alamitos Bay again displays relatively high seismic energy during the daytime, which

is likely due more to tra�c noise being amplified by artificial fill than to more tra�c.

Therefore, tra�c noise along Interstate 405 and other major local roads appear to

dominate the ambient seismic noise field at 15 Hz.

Spectrograms

To better resolve how the ambient seismic noise field at Long Beach changes over time,

I generate spectrograms (plots of PSD versus time) for receivers near the coastline

(southern circle in Figure 2.6a) and for receivers overlaying a section of Interstate

405 (northern circle in Figure 2.6a) over a three-day period (approximately January
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15 � 18, 2012). Each region contains approximately 150 receivers. I first discard

recordings in those regions that have maximum PSD amplitudes above a certain

threshold, since they will bias the spatial average. I then average the PSD from the

remaining receivers in each respective region over all 5-minute time segments and plot

the logarithm of the PSD side by side to observe how they change with time. I plot the

logarithm of the PSD here to compensate for the 3-Hz low-cut frequency filter applied

to the data and allow comparisons to be made across a broad range of frequencies.

Additionally, to help examine both the microseisms and anthropogenic seismic energy,

I plot spectrograms up to 2 Hz (Figure 2.7) and up to 15 Hz (Figure 2.8), respectively,

and scale and clip their values independently from each other. Note that the vertical

streaks in these spectrograms are from the original segmenting of the data into tapered

two-hour windows.

Figure 2.6: Map of the Long Beach array with subsets of stations used for (a) spec-

trograms and (b) beamforming, colored red. [CR] chap2/. lb-map-overlays

Focusing on frequencies below 2 Hz (Figure 2.7), there is consistent seismic energy

across all times and both receiver subset locations. The energy appears at frequencies

down to approximately 0.3 Hz, although it could exist at even lower frequencies

given that a 3-Hz low-cut frequency filter had been applied to the data. The minor
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fluctuations in seismic energy over time, including around 1 Hz, do not appear to

have a consistent and clear diurnal pattern, suggesting that the observed di↵erences

in PSD maps at low frequencies during daytime and nighttime hours (left panels;

Figures 2.4 and 2.5) are not due to tra�c noise. In general, seismic energy at these

low frequencies is slightly stronger for receivers near the coast (Figure 2.7a) than for

receivers near the highway (Figure 2.7b), which agrees with the findings from the

PSD maps. These observations suggest that the seismic energy at low frequencies is

likely driven by microseisms and ocean waves hitting the coastline with slight random

fluctuations in strength over time.

Focusing on frequencies up to 15 Hz (Figure 2.8), there is a clear diurnal pattern to

the seismic energy, with lows during the nighttime and highs during the daytime. This

is consistent with typical tra�c patterns. While this pattern is observed both near

the ocean (Figure 2.8a) and near Interstate 405 (Figure 2.8b), the spectral power is

significantly stronger at 4 Hz and above near the highway. These observations provide

more evidence that energy at these higher frequencies is related to tra�c noise.

Overall, analysis of the PSD of the ambient seismic noise field in both space

(through PSD spatial maps) and time (through spectrograms) supports two promi-

nent sources of noise. One is microseisms, whose energy is strongest along the coast-

line, dominates at frequencies below 2 Hz, and displays slight random fluctuations in

strength over time. The other is tra�c noise, whose energy is distributed throughout

the array (and preferentially along Interstate 405), dominates at frequencies above

2 Hz, and displays diurnal fluctuations in strength over time. With the spatial and

temporal distributions of the noise sources now understood, I turn to beamforming

to determine the slowness and azimuthal distribution of seismic energy propagating

from these sources across the array.

BEAMFORMING

By applying beamforming to the ambient seismic noise data, I can estimate the

slowness and azimuth at which seismic energy passes through the array (Rost and

Thomas, 2002). The beamforming procedure I use is e↵ectively a series of slant stacks

along di↵erent azimuths and slownesses in the time domain (Kostov and Biondi,
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Figure 2.7: Spectrograms up to 2 Hz for subsets of receivers (a) near the ocean and
(b) near Interstate 405. Spectral power in both plots are scaled and clipped in the

same manner so that they can be compared. [CR] chap2/. lb-sps-lo
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Figure 2.8: Spectrograms up to 15 Hz for subsets of receivers (a) near the ocean and
(b) near Interstate 405. Spectral power in both plots are scaled and clipped in the

same manner so that they can be compared. [CR] chap2/. lb-sps-hi
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1987). In equation form, the procedure is expressed as:
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where B is the beamformer output power; p

x

and p

y

are slownesses in the north and

east directions, respectively; T is the number of time samples; N is the number of

receivers in the array; U is the raw seismic record; x and y are receiver distances in

the north and east directions, respectively, relative to some origin; and t is time. If

there is signal propagating across the array at a certain slowness and azimuth, it will

stack coherently in the beamformer and result in high beam power at those particular

slowness values in the north and east directions.

This particular beamforming approach assumes that seismic signals pass through

the array as plane waves (and therefore are outside of the array) and are coherent

across the entire array. From previous frequency analysis of the raw data, the two

major sources of noise at Long Beach are microseisms originating from the Pacific

Ocean at low frequencies and tra�c noise within the array at high frequencies. There-

fore, I perform beamforming on three subsets of receivers in the array (rather than

on the entire array) to account for these localized noise sources: one just north of

Interstate 405, one just south of Interstate 405, and one in the middle of the array

(Figure 2.6b).

I first select multiple two-hour time windows of ambient seismic noise (00:00-

02:00 PST and 12:00-14:00 PST on January 17, 2012, as before) recorded at groups of

stations throughout the array. I then remove traces with anomalously high amplitudes

so they will not bias the beamformer output. I then apply two frequency bandpass

filters: one from 0.5 � 1.0 Hz and one from 3.25 � 3.75 Hz. The former focuses on

the microseism energy while the latter focuses on tra�c noise. I do not examine

higher frequencies (such as 15 Hz) here because attenuation greatly dampens the

signal amplitude as it propagates from roads to across the subarrays. Additionally,

aliasing e↵ects are stronger at higher frequencies, which is demonstrated at the end

of this section. These two factors lead to weak beamformer output signal that is

di�cult to interpret. The two-hour, frequency-bandpassed recordings are then put

into the beamformer, which produces a map depicting the slowness and azimuthal

distribution of noise for those set of receivers.
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Figures 2.9 and 2.10 display maps of the beamformer outputs for the low and high

frequency ranges, respectively. In both figures, rows from top to bottom correspond

to receiver subsets from north to south, respectively, while columns correspond to

nighttime (left columns) and daytime (right columns) hours. All panels in Figure 2.9

are clipped identically so that comparisons of beam power at low frequencies can be

made between nighttime and daytime hours. However, panels in Figure 2.10 are only

identically clipped for the same time of day. In other words, beam power at high

frequencies can be compared to each other for a given time of day, but they cannot

be compared across di↵erent times of the day (across columns). In all panels, the

azimuth of high beam power indicates the azimuth from which noise is coming (e.g.,

an anomaly on the right of the map indicates noise coming from the east) while the

radial distance of the anomaly (from zero slowness) represents the apparent slowness

at which that signal is traveling across the array.

At the frequency band 0.5-1.0 Hz (Figure 2.9), it is clear that noise is arriving

from the southwest at all locations and times. This is yet another indication that the

Pacific Ocean is the dominant source of energy at low frequencies and that its influence

extends throughout the entire array (although the energy is slightly stronger closer

to the coastline). Additionally, the coherent microseism energy appears to be slightly

stronger during the nighttime than during the daytime, which suggests that higher

spectral power during the daytime (as observed in PSD maps) does not necessarily

translate directly to stronger coherent signal passing through the array. One possible

reason is that high spectral power in the PSD maps at low frequencies could be

incorrectly attributed to microseism source strength rather than site amplification

e↵ects or vibrations from random human activity. For this particular frequency band,

noise from the ocean arrives generally at a slowness of .001 s/m, or a velocity of 1 km/s.

This is likely Rayleigh-wave energy based on the frequency and propagation velocity.

At the frequency band 3.25-3.75 Hz (Figure 2.10), there is more variation in the

ambient seismic noise field over time and space. In terms of temporal variation,

beam power is significantly higher during the daytime (right columns) than during

the nighttime (left columns). Note that this is not directly obvious from the figure,

as columns had to be clipped independently in order to draw out other interesting

features. This pattern is no surprise given that tra�c is heavier during the daytime.

In terms of spatial variation, seismic energy propagates along di↵erent azimuths
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Figure 2.9: Beamforming analysis performed on ambient noise recordings bandpassed
for 0.5 Hz to 1.0 Hz. Rows from top to bottom correspond to groups of receivers from
north to south in Figure 2.6b. Left columns correspond to nighttime hours and right
columns correspond to daytime hours. All panels are clipped identically so they can
be compared. [CR] chap2/. lb-beam-02freq
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at di↵erent locations within the array. Receivers just north of Interstate 405 (top row)

reveal that coherent energy is primarily approaching from the south, while receivers

just south of Interstate 405 (middle row) reveal that coherent energy is primarily

approaching from the north. These observations clearly indicate that Interstate 405

is the dominant source of energy for regions near the highway. Further away from

the highway (bottom row), seismic energy is better equipartitioned but not as dis-

tinguishable from the background energy. This suggests that the weaker but better-

distributed local tra�c, and not the stronger but localized highway tra�c, influences

the noise field further away from the highway. This is likely because of attenuation

e↵ects on the highway signal, given I am looking at signals at high frequencies.

In each of the high-frequency beamforming results, there are two centered, con-

centric rings. Because seismic energy associated with these rings appears to mostly

propagate along the same directions, these two rings are likely associated with the

fundamental and first-order Rayleigh waves, with the former propagating at lower

velocities (approximately 350 m/s) than the latter (approximately 500 m/s). These

wave modes can be used for tomographic imaging of the subsurface.

The crossing events in primarily the northeast and southwest regions are spatial

aliasing artifacts. Given the frequency range of investigation and the apparent veloc-

ities of the wave modes, apparent wavelengths are approximately between 100 and

150 m, which are shorter than the minimum wavelength of 200 m (given an aver-

age station spacing of 100 m) suggested by the Nyquist sampling theorem to avoid

spatial aliasing. To visualize the aliasing e↵ects, I display the beamformer output

to a normally-incident plane wave with a frequency of 3.5 Hz in Figure 2.11. As

expected, there is a spike in the center of each slowness panel, corresponding to en-

ergy reaching all receivers at the same time. However, there are also spikes along the

southwest-northeast direction. Since there was no energy modeled at these azimuths

and slownesses, these spikes are due to spatial aliasing. The locations of these spikes

correspond well with the orientation and slowness o↵sets of the aliasing artifacts in

the field data.
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Figure 2.10: Beamforming analysis performed on ambient noise recordings band-
passed for 3.25 Hz to 3.75 Hz. Rows from top to bottom correspond to groups of
receivers from north to south in Figure 2.6b. Left columns correspond to nighttime
hours and right columns correspond to daytime hours. Panels within a given column
are clipped identically such that comparisons can be made within a given time of day
but cannot be made across di↵erent times of the day. [CR] chap2/. lb-beam-13freq
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Figure 2.11: Beamforming analysis performed on a normally-incident plane wave with
a frequency of 3.5 Hz. Plots from top to bottom correspond to groups of receivers
from north to south in Figure 2.6b. Spikes are located not only in the center of the
slowness panels but also along a southwest-northeast orientation, particularly near
the highway. The orientation of these spikes coincide well with the orientation of
beamforming artifacts. All panels are clipped independently to enhance spikes. [CR]

chap2/. lb-beams-normal
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DISCUSSION

Combining the observations from all three analyses (PSD maps, spectrograms, beam-

forming), it is clear that microseisms dominate the ambient seismic noise field at

frequencies below 2 Hz, and tra�c noise dominates at frequencies above 2 Hz. The

observations here have strong implications for the application of passive seismic in-

terferometry at this site.

With respect to low frequencies, microseism energy in the form of Rayleigh waves

appears to be straightforward for use in passive seismic interferometry and subsequent

tomography. It is relatively consistent over time (Figure 2.7), which suggests that

data from all times can be used when estimating Green’s functions. The energy also

propagates relatively consistently throughout the entire array (Figure 2.9). Whether

near the coastline or near Interstate 405, receivers record the same Rayleigh waves

generated by microseisms, which is important when estimating Green’s functions

from ambient seismic noise. The main challenge is working with the directional

propagation of the apparent Rayleigh waves, which is from southwest to northeast.

This directionality will likely produce mostly one-sided estimated Green’s functions

(EGFs) for station pairs oriented roughly southwest-northeast. They will likely be

most reliable for station pairs oriented perpendicular to the coastline (Stehly et al.,

2006). For station pairs oriented northwest-southeast, it is possible that the EGFs

will not be as reliable, as the synthesized Rayleigh waves could arrive too early since

the coastline would not be located in one of the Fresnel zones.

While low-frequency microseisms appear to be generally well-suited for extracting

reliable EGFs, high-frequency tra�c noise at Long Beach is not. While the diurnal

pattern of the seismic energy (Figure 2.8) is unlikely to a↵ect the quality of EGFs, the

fact that the noise sources (tra�c) are spatially localized within the array will have

a large and mostly negative e↵ect. The most prominent source of seismic energy at

these frequencies is Interstate 405 (top two rows; Figure 2.10), which is only influential

near the highway due to attenuation. It is possible to obtain reliable tra�c-induced

Rayleigh waves between receivers as long as there are sources located in one of the

Fresnel zones. Because Interstate 405 curves, many receiver pair orientations near the

highway (not just those perpendicular to the highway) could actually yield reliable

EGFs. However, receiver pairs on opposite sides of the highway are very unlikely to

produce reliable EGFs. The resulting Rayleigh wave arrival times would likely be too
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early, as there is e↵ectively an active source between the two receivers (and not in the

Fresnel zones). Further away from Interstate 405, the ambient seismic noise sources

(local roads) appear to be relatively well-distributed around the receivers (bottom

row; Figure 2.10), which suggests that EGFs could be reliable in the southern parts

of the array.

It is clear that caution should be exercised when using Rayleigh-wave travel times

from EGFs in a tomography procedure. At lower frequencies, receiver pair orienta-

tions should be roughly perpendicular to the coastline in order to avoid artificially

early travel times. To obtain a reliable Rayleigh wave between two receivers at higher

frequencies, the relative distance between receivers cannot be too great because of

attenuation, and major roadways like Interstate 405 must be located in at least one

of the Fresnel zones. If these conditions are met, surface-wave tomography using

these Rayleigh-wave travel times can produce subsurface velocity maps that can help

decouple site amplification e↵ects due to geology from noise sources, which could not

be done when interpreting the PSD maps.

CONCLUSIONS

Understanding the ambient seismic noise field is important for interpreting estimated

Green’s functions from passive seismic interferometry and for tailoring preprocessing

steps for subsequent tomographic inversion. The dense Long Beach, California, ar-

ray provides an opportunity for an unprecedented look at ambient seismic noise in

an urban environment. From PSD spatial distribution maps, I determined that the

major sources of noise energy at Long Beach were the Pacific Ocean at frequencies

below 2 Hz, and tra�c noise, particularly Interstate 405, at frequencies above 2 Hz.

Spectrograms revealed that the ambient seismic noise field at low frequencies is fairly

constant, while at high frequencies it goes through diurnal fluctuations in energy

that can be attributed to diurnal patterns in human activity. Beamforming analy-

sis showed that noise is consistently arriving from the southwest at low frequencies,

further confirming the Pacific Ocean as a dominant noise source. This analysis also

showed that high-frequency energy near the Interstate 405 is dominated by the high-

way. Further away from the highway, the noise arrives at a wider range of azimuths

and could potentially be attributed to energy generated from tra�c on local roads.
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Though there is ample seismic energy propagating throughout the array as Rayleigh

waves, caution must be exercised when using resulting estimated Green’s functions

for tomography. In this sort of environment, there are many receiver pair orienta-

tions that will not contain sources in one of the Fresnel zones, particularly at higher

frequencies. This will lead to artificially early Rayleigh-wave arrival times, which can

harm tomography results. However, with careful travel time picking, it is possible

to extract a near-surface velocity map from the ambient seismic noise field. Such a

non-invasive technique in such an urban environment could have a potentially large

impact in fields such as earthquake hazard assessment.
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Chapter 3

Ambient noise tomography using

tra�c noise

By cross-correlating recordings of ambient seismic noise between pairs of receivers,

it is possible to obtain an estimate of the Green’s function between those two re-

ceivers. The wave modes contained in these estimates can then be used for imaging

the subsurface. In this chapter, I perform passive seismic interferometry on continu-

ous high-frequency (greater than 3 Hz) seismic recordings at Long Beach, California,

to obtain both fundamental and first-order mode Rayleigh waves propagating be-

tween individual receiver pairs. I use the resulting tra�c-induced fundamental-mode

Rayleigh-wave arrival times to generate near-surface group velocity maps that corre-

spond well with known geologic boundaries, including the Newport-Inglewood fault.

These maps can be useful for identifying regions that are susceptible to serious dam-

age during earthquake-related shaking. Overall, these results demonstrate the impact

a cost-e↵ective, non-invasive technique like passive seismic interferometry can have

on densely-populated regions.

INTRODUCTION

Use of the ambient seismic noise field for imaging Earth’s shallow structure has gained

significant interest in the past decade. Under certain conditions, an estimate of

the Green’s function between two receivers can be obtained through passive seismic

interferometry, which is e↵ectively the cross-correlation of their respective recordings

39
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of ambient seismic noise (Lobkis and Weaver, 2001; Wapenaar, 2004; Snieder, 2004).

This estimated Green’s function (EGF) is e↵ectively the wavefield that would be

recorded at one receiver if the other receiver was acting as an impulsive source. In

practice, the dominant wave modes extracted from ambient seismic noise are surface

waves in the microseism band (below 2 Hz). A number of studies have used these

surface waves to produce high-resolution tomographic images of Earth structures at

the regional (e.g., Shapiro et al., 2005; Sabra et al., 2005a) and continental scales (e.g.,

Lin et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2008; Bensen et al., 2008). The success of these studies has

encouraged recent investigation of this technique at the exploration scale. In an ocean-

bottom environment, de Ridder and Dellinger (2011) showed that Scholte waves in

the microseism band could be used to tomographically image the near surface. Later,

de Ridder et al. (2014) and Mordret et al. (2014) used the same types of waves to

obtain reliable time-lapse group and phase velocity maps, respectively, of the Valhall

overburden, while de Ridder et al. (2015) recovered phase velocity and azimuthal

anisotropy maps representative of subsidence patterns at Ekofisk.

In land environments, seismic arrays of su�cient density, size, and recording du-

ration for these types of passive seismic investigations are rare. However, one array

in Long Beach, California, met these requirements. Both acquisition phases of this

array have produced impressive results from the continuously recorded data. For the

first phase, Lin et al. (2013) processed ambient seismic noise recordings up to 4.0 Hz,

and they inverted for Rayleigh-wave phase velocity maps for frequencies up to 2.0 Hz

and three-dimensional shear velocity cubes. Bowden et al. (2015) showed a phase

velocity map at 3.3 Hz using the same approach.

The second phase, which is the focus of this study, had similar survey characteris-

tics as the first phase. Deployed in January 2012 by NodalSeismic, the second phase

spanned an 8.5 km ⇥ 4.5 km region and consisted of approximately 2400 vertical-

component geophones with 10-Hz corner frequency and an average spacing close to

100 m (Figure 3.1). It recorded ambient seismic noise continuously over a three-month

period at a sampling rate of 2 ms. Using passive recordings from this second phase,

Nakata et al. (2015) used diving waves to produce three-dimensional P-wave velocity

cubes that successfully imaged the Newport-Inglewood Fault (see Appendix A for

body-waves at Long Beach). Using data from both acquisition phases, Dahlke et al.

(2014) created phase velocity maps at low frequencies (approximately 1 Hz) that

resolved the location of the same fault (see Appendix B for low-frequency EGFs).
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Figure 3.1: Map of the Long
Beach seismic array. The red
stars and blue lines correspond
to virtual source locations and
receivers, respectively, used for
the virtual source gathers in this
chapter. Major roads are out-
lined in grey. Interstate 405 is in
the north, East 7th St runs east-
west in the south, and Highway 1
runs northwest-southeast. Co-
ordinates are NAD27, CA State
Plane, Zone 7, kilometers. [CR]

chap3/. lb-map-lines

Given the success of these studies at Long Beach, the goal here is to create high-

frequency (greater than 3 Hz) group velocity maps using ambient seismic noise record-

ings. In the previous chapter, I showed that the ambient seismic noise field at Long

Beach at these frequencies is dominated by tra�c-induced Rayleigh waves, and par-

ticularly those generated by Interstate 405. As a result, I tailor the imaging pro-

cedure to account for these local sources. Using the traveltimes associated with the

fundamental-mode Rayleigh waves, I produce group velocity maps of the shallow sub-

surface. I calculate group velocities rather than phase velocities because the former

tend to show more variation with structure at depth (Widmer-Schnidrig and Laske,

2007), allowing shallow features to be more easily identified. I am able to resolve

major geologic structures, including the north-south lithology dichotomy, the artifi-

cial fill associated with Alamitos Bay, and a linear feature in the Newport-Inglewood

Fault zone.

While there are studies that have used tra�c noise extracted from ambient seismic

noise to image the subsurface (e.g., Nakata et al., 2011; Behm et al., 2014), the work

in this chapter represents the first to utilize this particular energy to produce group

velocity maps at both this spatial scale and this level of resolution. The results here

showcase the potential of a cost-e↵ective, non-invasive technique like passive seismic
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interferometry to impact densely-populated urban environments where traditional

active seismic surveys are challenging to operate. In addition to having lower costs

and requiring less manpower, passive seismic techniques produce results that have

important and practical implications for fields interested in the near surface. This in-

cludes earthquake hazard mapping, as low-velocity features tend to indicate regions

susceptible to strong ground motion during earthquake-related shaking (Wills and

Silva, 1998). With the development of pre-existing telecom infrastructure for contin-

uous fiber-optic urban seismic acquisition (Martin et al., 2018), the techniques in this

chapter have the potential to map hazardous regions in cities across the world at an

even lower cost than a traditional passive seismic geophone array.

PASSIVE SEISMIC INTERFEROMETRY

Passive seismic interferometry e↵ectively translates to cross-correlating ambient seis-

mic noise recorded by a pair of receivers to obtain a reliable estimate of the Green’s

function between them (Lobkis and Weaver, 2001; Wapenaar, 2004; Snieder, 2004).

To perform this technique at Long Beach, I apply an ambient-noise processing proce-

dure similar to the one outlined in Bensen et al. (2007). For the preprocessing steps,

I divide 32 days of continuous recordings from each station into non-overlapping two-

hour time windows. Although it is unlikely I need that much data to synthesize

Green’s functions from tra�c noise (Behm et al., 2014), I processed as much data as

could be stored.

I then apply a spectral whitening procedure to each segment prior to cross-

correlation. This step is advantageous in this particular seismic survey for a cou-

ple of reasons. One reason is that it compensates for expected variations in source

amplitude due to varying tra�c conditions over time, instrument spikes, and earth-

quakes. Another reason is that it maintains the phase information of the signal while

increasing its bandwidth. By normalizing the complex signal spectrum by a smoothed

version of the real-valued amplitude spectrum, the phase information of the signal is

una↵ected. The bandwidth of the signal is increased at the cost of losing the true

correlation amplitude information, as any imbalances in the amplitude spectra (for

instance, due to monochromatic noise sources or di↵erences in receiver sensitivity)

are compensated for by dividing by a smoothed version of the amplitude spectrum.

This spectral amplitude imbalance is particularly significant in this dataset, as this
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approach limits bias in frequency content introduced by the 3-Hz low-cut filter that

had been applied to the data.

I then average the correlations associated with each individual receiver pair to ob-

tain the final estimated Green’s function (EGF). Overall, this process can be referred

to as calculating the averaged whitened coherency (Weemstra et al., 2014). In the

frequency domain, this procedure is expressed as:
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where G is the Green’s function between two receiver locations (x
A

, x

B

), U(x, !) is

the spectrum of the wavefield at a given receiver location x, ⇤ represents the complex

conjugate, | · | represents the magnitude of the spectrum, h·i represents the time-

averaged ensemble, and {·} represents a 0.003 Hz running window average used for

normalizing the spectrum.

The result of this procedure (after an inverse Fourier transform into the time

domain) can be interpreted as an estimate of the wavefield that would be recorded

at receiver B if there was an impulsive source at receiver A. Because this signal is

obtained through a correlation-based procedure, there are positive and negative time

lags in the output. Positive time lags correspond to wavefields propagating away from

the virtual source (like a virtual source gather), while negative time lags correspond

to wavefields propagating toward the virtual source (like a receiver gather). If noise

sources are well distributed, the correlation result is symmetric with respect to zero

time lag. If noise sources cover only one of the Fresnel zones, the correlation result

is asymmetric but still reliable (Stehly et al., 2006; Garnier and Papanicolaou, 2009).

Given the number of stations and the number of two-hour time windows, I used this

procedure to estimate over 2 billion Green’s functions (i.e., 32 days ⇥ 12 time windows

⇥ 24002 receiver pairs).

By cross-correlating the recording from one receiver with recordings from all other

receivers, I can create a virtual source gather centered at the one receiver. In practice,

these virtual source gathers are dominated by surface waves in both the microseism

band (Appendix B) and at high frequencies because noise sources are often located on

the surface and because surface-wave amplitudes decay less rapidly than body-wave

amplitudes. However, it is possible to extract body waves through various processing
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approaches (see Appendix A for body wave analysis at Long Beach). Because I

am focusing on tra�c noise, each subsequent virtual source gather in this section

is frequency bandpassed between 3 � 5 Hz (based on the analysis is the previous

chapter).

Virtual source gathers in map view

One major advantage of working with a dense passive seismic array is that the wave-

fronts in the virtual source gathers can be observed in map view. When the virtual

source is in the southwest region of the array (1295.0 km easting, 1228.6 km northing)

(Figure 3.2), there are hints of a circular wavefront propagating at both negative

(Figures 3.2a-b) and positive time lags (Figures 3.2d-e). From the high-frequency

beamforming results in the previous chapter, it appeared that there were Rayleigh

waves propagating in all directions when far from Interstate 405. Taking this into

account, and given the relatively slow moveout of the wavefront here, the observed

seismic energy is likely Rayleigh waves generated by well-distributed tra�c noise from

local roads.

When the virtual source is centered on Interstate 405 (1294.9 km easting, 1231.6 km

northing) (Figure 3.3), it is clear that the circular wavefront is strongest at positive

time lags (Figures 3.3d-e). The pattern suggests that seismic energy is propagating

primarily away from the virtual source location (the highway). This makes sense

when taking into account the beamforming results, which suggested that the high-

way is the primary source of seismic energy when near the highway. Therefore, this

wavefront is likely related to Rayleigh waves originating from Interstate 405.
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Figure 3.2: Snapshots of virtual source gathers centered in the southwest region of the array (1295.0 km easting, 1228.6 km
northing) at (a) �8 s, (b) �4 s, (c) 0 s, (d) 4 s, and (e) 8 s. Snapshots are bandpassed for frequencies between 3 � 5 Hz. All
panels are clipped identically. Though messy, there are apparent Rayleigh waves propagating at both negative and positive
time lags. [CR] chap3/. lb-01-si-low
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Figure 3.3: Snapshots of virtual source gathers centered over Interstate 405 (1294.9 km easting, 1231.6 km northing) at (a) �8 s,
(b) �4 s, (c) 0 s, (d) 4 s, and (e) 8 s. Snapshots are bandpassed for frequencies between 3 � 5 Hz. All panels are clipped
identically. Note that most of coherent energy appears to be Rayleigh waves propagating, particularly at positive time lags.
[CR] chap3/. lb-03-si-low
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Virtual source gathers along receiver lines

To better understand how virtual source gathers are a↵ected by receiver orientation

relative to tra�c noise sources, I focus on receiver lines oriented north-south and

east-west in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, respectively (map in Figure 3.1). The EGFs in all

panels are sorted by o↵set from the virtual source. I shift the o↵set limits in each

panel so that the receiver locations do not visually shift from panel to panel. This

allows the influence of major roads to be more easily observed.

Figure 3.4 shows three virtual-source gathers along a receiver line running per-

pendicular to Interstate 405. I examine this line orientation first because it ensures

that the strongest noise source (Interstate 405) is in one of the Fresnel zones. The

virtual sources are located on Interstate 405 (Figure 3.4a), on E 7th St (Figure 3.4c),

and between the two roads (Figure 3.4b). Although there is a noticeable amount of

noise, there are clear fundamental-mode Rayleigh waves in the EGFs traveling at ap-

proximately 250 m/s in all panels. There are also hints of a first-order mode Rayleigh

wave traveling at approximately 450 m/s at positive time lags and positive o↵sets in

Figure 3.4c.

Two observations indicate that the Rayleigh waves being extracted at these fre-

quencies are generated by tra�c noise. The first indication is that virtual-source

gathers centered on roads and highways (Figures 3.4a and 3.4c) show Rayleigh waves

at mostly positive time lags at near o↵sets. This indicates that energy is primarily

radiating away from the virtual source locations (in these cases, roads and highways)

and not towards it. The second indication is the presence of sharp peaks in the

gather when the virtual source is between E 7th St and the highway (Figure 3.4b).

These peaks are indicative of nearby active sources, and their o↵sets from the virtual

source location consistently correspond to the locations of the highway and local road.

Note that signal from E 7th St likely appears strong because the receiver line passes

through a golf course, which is a relatively quiet area of the array.

I observe similar characteristics in the virtual source gathers along a line oriented

parallel (east-west) to Interstate 405 (Figure 3.5). When the virtual source is centered

on the highway, energy is mostly found at positive time lags, as expected (Figure 3.5b).

When the virtual source is not on the highway, there are still fundamental-mode

Rayleigh waves with reasonable moveout velocities (Figure 3.5a).
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Figure 3.4: Virtual source gathers along a line of receivers oriented north-south (Fig-
ure 3.1). Virtual sources are located (a) at Interstate 405, (b) between Interstate 405
and E 7th St, and (c) at E 7th St. Positive o↵sets correspond to waves propagating
toward the north, while negative o↵sets correspond to waves propagating toward the
south. Each panel has been bandpassed for frequencies between 3 � 5 Hz and is
clipped independently. [CR] chap3/. nslines
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Figure 3.5: Virtual source gathers along a line of receivers oriented east-west (Fig-
ure 3.1). Virtual sources are (a) west and (b) east. Positive o↵sets correspond to
waves propagating toward the east, while negative o↵sets correspond to waves prop-
agating toward the west. Each panel has been bandpassed for frequencies between
3� 5 Hz and is clipped independently. [CR] chap3/. ewlines
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The virtual source gather in this particular case may be surprising since energy

from the highway, which runs roughly parallel to this line of receivers, is primarily

arriving perpendicular to the axis formed by the virtual source and receivers, making

it the least ideal source distribution for estimating reliable Green’s functions from am-

bient seismic noise. One possible reason I am still able to obtain reasonable Rayleigh

waves is that the eastern portion of the highway and other strong local roads are

still located inside the Fresnel zones. Furthermore, although the highway primarily

runs parallel to the receiver line, it does not necessarily contribute significantly to

the EGF. First, the highway does not act as a stationary point source. Vibrations

emanating from the highway are generated by moving vehicles with di↵erent source

signatures, and as a result the contribution of each vehicle to the EGF destructively

interferes with itself as it moves parallel to the receiver line. Second, although the

highway is seemingly the strongest source in the array, there is still energy generated

from local roads that are not only in the Fresnel zones but also very close to the

receiver(s). As a result, Rayleigh waves generated by ideally positioned local roads

appear more energetic and thus contribute most to the EGF.

Altogether, I conclude that passive seismic interferometry applied at Long Beach

can extract tra�c-generated Rayleigh waves from not only Interstate 405, but also

from local roads. Though the arrivals are noisy (compared to low-frequency EGFs in

Appendix B), the associated traveltimes could be reliable enough to use in a tomog-

raphy procedure.

GROUP VELOCITY TOMOGRAPHY

I focus on the fundamental-mode Rayleigh waves because they are the most easily

identified and consistent wave modes in the virtual source gathers. Further work is

needed to utilize the first-order mode Rayleigh waves, which can have a number of

benefits when constraining near-surface seismic velocities, particularly when invert-

ing surface-wave dispersion curves for 1D S-wave velocity depth profiles (Socco et al.,

2010). They include allowing for deeper investigation depths, stabilizing the disper-

sion curve inversion process, and enhancing the resolution of the inverted velocity

model. Here, I choose to investigate group velocities because they tend to show more

variation with structure at depth than phase velocities (Widmer-Schnidrig and Laske,

2007).
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Travel time selection

To pick fundamental-mode Rayleigh-wave group traveltimes, I apply frequency-time

analysis (FTAN) (Levshin et al., 1972). I first calculate the envelope of the EGFs and

apply narrow Gaussian bandpass filters centered at the frequencies of interest (here,

3.0 Hz and 3.5 Hz). I then average the positive and corresponding negative time lag

signals in an e↵ort to compensate for the inhomogeneous noise source distribution.

Note that while this symmetrization of the EGF is commonly performed, it is not

agreed upon that it is the best strategy (e.g., Witek et al., 2014).

Because there are two possible Rayleigh wave modes in the EGFs (Figure 3.4c),

I calculate two linear moveout windows to guide traveltime picking: one based on

the fundamental mode and one based on the first-order mode. I estimate moveout

velocities by creating a virtual source gather centered on Interstate 405 (Figure 3.6a),

sorting the traces by radial o↵set, and then transforming the result into the frequency-

wavenumber domain. I chose this particular source location because the highway is

the strongest source in the array and is thus expected to produce the most reliable

virtual source gather.

Figure 3.6b shows two clear wave modes, although the first-order mode energy

is relatively weak above 3 Hz. For the fundamental mode I estimate velocities of

300 m/s and 250 m/s at 3.0 Hz and 3.5 Hz, respectively, while for the first-order

mode I estimate velocities of 550 m/s and 500 m/s, respectively. To account for

potential deviations from the estimated velocities, all moveout windows are 2.5 s

wide. I choose the peak of the envelope inside the fundamental-mode window as

the group traveltime. Limiting traveltimes to inside this window helps to pick signals

generated by noise sources in the Fresnel zones while avoiding strong, artificially early

peaks that are attributed to local noise sources outside the Fresnel zones (Figure 3.7a),

such as in between the virtual source and receiver. I then avoid all energy inside the

first-order mode window in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) calculation, as the early

peak of the first-order mode (relative to the later peak of the fundamental mode)

should not be considered noise that would degrade the SNR (Figure 3.7b). Here,

SNR is calculated as the ratio of the maximum amplitude of the envelope inside the

fundamental-mode window to the root-mean-square of the envelope outside both the

fundamental and first-order mode moveout windows.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Virtual source gather centered at Interstate 405 and (b) the resulting
frequency-wavenumber plot. The two sloping events correspond to the fundamental-
and first-order mode Rayleigh waves. [CR] chap3/. gather-fk
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Figure 3.7: Examples of Rayleigh waves extracted from ambient noise process-
ing. (a) Trace containing a strong, artificially early arrival associated with the
fundamental-mode Rayleigh wave (at 1 s). The distance between the virtual source
and receiver is over 2 km. This early arrival is attributed to the presence of the
highway between the two locations. (b) Trace containing the first-order (at 6.5 s) and

fundamental (at 9 s) mode Rayleigh wave arrivals. [CR] chap3/. lb-traces

For both examined frequencies, I kept correlations with SNR greater than 5. Fig-

ures 3.8 and 3.9 show traveltime maps associated with three virtual source locations at

3.0 Hz and 3.5 Hz, respectively. These plotted traveltimes correspond to fundamental-

mode Rayleigh waves that have surpassed my SNR criterion. The influence of a lo-

calized noise source such as Intestate 405 on the correlations is clear when the virtual

source is near the highway (left columns; Figures 3.8 and 3.9). When the receiver

is on the same side of the highway as the virtual source, nearly all corresponding

correlations meet the SNR criterion. When the receiver is on the opposite side of the

highway, nearly all corresponding correlations fail to meet the SNR criterion. This

trend is expected because when a strong source is located between a virtual source

and receiver, there are artificially early peaks in the resulting correlations. These

early peaks degrade the SNR and result in a lack of accepted traveltimes on the other

side of the highway.
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When the virtual source is near the center of the array (middle columns; Fig-

ures 3.8 and 3.9), the influence of the highway on the correlations significantly de-

creases. As supported by the beamforming analysis in the previous chapter, the am-

bient seismic noise field is instead driven by noise from local roads, which are more

evenly distributed in space. Thus, the acceptable traveltimes are well-distributed

azimuthally in this region. Due to the greater e↵ect of attenuation at higher fre-

quencies, the maximum o↵set between the virtual source and receivers with accepted

traveltimes is greater at 3.0 Hz (Figure 3.8b) than at 3.5 Hz (Figure 3.9b).

When the virtual source is in Alamitos Bay (right columns; Figures 3.8 and 3.9),

there are fewer acceptable traveltimes. This is likely explained by the lack of local

roads in the area. Without tra�c noise, there is relatively little Rayleigh-wave energy

to be extracted from the ambient seismic noise field at these frequencies. As when the

virtual source is in the center of the array, the maximum o↵set between the virtual

source and receivers with accepted traveltimes is greater at 3.0 Hz (Figure 3.8c) than

at 3.5 Hz (Figure 3.9c) due to signal attenuation. Altogether, these traveltime maps

suggest that the fundamental-mode Rayleigh-wave traveltime selection procedure is

reliable.

For the tomography procedure, I only use traveltimes from virtual sources and

receivers with o↵set between 0.5 � 1.7 km at 3.0 Hz and between 0.4 � 1.5 km at

3.5 Hz. The minimum o↵set is approximately four wavelengths and is longer than

the suggested three wavelengths (Bensen et al., 2007; Moschetti et al., 2007) because I

wanted to avoid traces where the fundamental and first-order modes arrive at similar

times. In these types of traces, a reliable fundamental-mode traveltime is di�cult

to measure. I enforce maximum o↵sets in an attempt to limit potential artifacts

in the tomography results caused by ray-bending. The maximum acceptable o↵set

is shorter at higher frequencies because of attenuation e↵ects. After applying these

picking criteria to 2, 980, 143 correlations, we are left with 530, 876 traveltimes (18%)

at 3.0 Hz and 403, 523 traveltimes (13%) at 3.5 Hz.

Straight-ray tomography

To obtain group velocity maps, I employ a straight-ray tomography procedure with

regularization (Sabra et al., 2005b; Aster et al., 2013). The choice of using straight
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Figure 3.8: Travel time maps for the 3.0-Hz fundamental-mode Rayleigh waves
generated at three virtual source locations (indicated by red stars). Only travel-
times associated with correlations with SNR greater than 5 are displayed. [CR]

chap3/. tt-3p00hz-maps

rays is consistent with the inability of group traveltimes to be computed using bending

rays in a group velocity map. The tomography problem is solved in terms of slowness

perturbation, �m, with respect to an average constant slowness value, m
o

, calculated

from the measured traveltimes and distances between all input virtual sources and

receivers. The final slowness model, m, is given by m = m
o

+ �m. I subtract the

contribution of the average slowness from each measured traveltime to obtain the

measured residual traveltimes, �t, needed for the inversion.

I model residual traveltimes by applying a straight-ray tomography operator, F,

to a slowness perturbation model. Rows of the operator contain information about

the length of a straight ray through each model grid cell for a single virtual source-

receiver path. The final slowness model domain is composed of a 110 ⇥ 200 regular

grid with 50 m ⇥ 50 m cells. I use a conjugate gradient approach to minimize the

objective function:

J(�m, ✏) = ||W (F�m��t) ||2
2

+ ✏||r2�m||2
2

, (3.2)
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Figure 3.9: Travel time maps for the 3.5-Hz fundamental-mode Rayleigh waves
generated at three virtual source locations (indicated by red stars). Only travel-
times associated with correlations with SNR greater than 5 are displayed. [CR]

chap3/. tt-3p50hz-maps

where Laplacian r2 is the roughening operator used for model-smoothing, ✏ is the reg-

ularization strength that balances the data-fitting objective and the model-smoothing

objective, and W represents a diagonal weighting matrix. I use the approach of

weighted least squares because there is variability in traveltime measurement errors

from one virtual source-receiver pair to another.

Values along the diagonal of the weighting matrix are based on the standard

deviation of daily traveltimes for each virtual source-receiver pair (32 picks for 32

days of data). Typically, these values are taken to be the inverse of these standard

deviations. In this case, the standard deviations are a reflection of precision but not

necessarily accuracy. For instance, if there is an active source (e.g., Interstate 405)

between a virtual source and receiver, the traveltime picks may be precise over a

span of time but their arrival times are artificially early. Because some precise picks

may not be accurate, I do not want to weight precise picks significantly higher than

less-precise picks. Additionally, the upper bound of standard deviations appears to

increase with distance between the virtual source and receiver (Figure 3.10), regardless
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of the frequency examined. This results in traveltimes associated with shorter o↵sets

generally being weighted higher than those associated with longer o↵sets.

Figure 3.10: Distribution of standard deviations with virtual source-receiver o↵set.
Results are for picks at (a) 3.0 Hz and (b) 3.5 Hz. 0.1 % of the total traveltime picks

are shown for both frequencies. [CR] chap3/. stdevs

Given these biases in the standard deviation calculations, I choose to limit their

e↵ect on the spread of weights. Thus, I calculate the weight for the ith traveltime

pick, w

i

, with the following original functional (rather than the inverse of the standard

deviation):

w

i

=
1 + e��i/k

2
, (3.3)

where �

i

is the standard deviation for the ith traveltime pick and k is a parameter

set to determine the spread of weights. I choose k such that most station pairs are

closely weighted (close to 1) while station pairs with high standard deviations are

down-weighted toward 0.5. For these traveltime picks, I set k = 0.5 through manual

tuning. The resulting weights as a function of o↵set are shown in Figure 3.11. By

limiting the overall spread of weights, I down-weight noisy picks without overly up-

weighting precise but inaccurate picks.

To select a regularization strength, and hence a final slowness model, I perform an

L-curve analysis. This approach involves the construction of a trade-o↵ curve between

the weighted data misfit, ||W (F�m��t) ||2
2

, and the smoothed model semi-norm,

||r2�m||2
2

, in Equation 3.2 above (Aster et al., 2013). Inversions using di↵erent
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Figure 3.11: Distribution of weights with virtual source-receiver o↵set using the func-
tional in Equation 3.3. Results are for picks at (a) 3.0 Hz and (b) 3.5 Hz. 0.1 % of

the total traveltime picks are shown for both frequencies. [CR] chap3/. weights

regularization strengths, ✏, plot to di↵erent points along this curve, as lower values of

✏ reduce the data misfit while increasing the model roughness, and higher values of

✏ increase the data misfit while decreasing the model roughness. The resulting curve

typically resembles the shape of an “L”, and the value that produces a solution closest

to the corner of this curve is selected as the regularization strength, as it balances

the two fitting goals best.

For this study, I examine regularization strengths from 0 to 5 in increments of

0.25. The resulting trade-o↵ curves (after taking the logarithm of the model semi-

norm and weighted data residual norm) at 3.0 Hz and 3.5 Hz leads me to choose a

regularization strength of 1.50 for both frequencies (Figure 3.12). For each inversion, I

ran 25 iterations, which was enough to converge to a solution (Figure 3.13). Note that

this inversion problem is under-determined, as there are insu�cient data to constrain

velocity in certain regions.

Near-surface group velocity maps

The group velocity maps derived from fundamental-mode Rayleigh waves at 3.0 Hz

and 3.5 Hz are shown in Figures 3.14b and 3.14c, respectively. Due to the dispersive
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Figure 3.12: Trade-o↵ curves between the logarithm of the norm of the weighted data
residual and the logarithm of the semi-norm of the resulting model given di↵erent reg-
ularization strengths for tomographic inversion at (a) 3.0 Hz and (b) 3.5 Hz. Smaller
points represent regularization strengths, ✏, from 0 (top left) to 5 (bottom right) in
increments of 0.25. The red point corresponds to a regularization strength of 1.50,
which is the value used in the tomographic inversion. [CR] chap3/. lcurve

Figure 3.13: L2 norm of the data misfit as a function of iteration from inversion of
traveltimes at (a) 3.0 Hz and (b) 3.5 Hz, with regularization strength of 1.50. [CR]

chap3/. convergence
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nature of Rayleigh waves, the velocities at lower frequency are generally higher than

the velocities at higher frequency. Both velocity maps display similar trends, likely

because the average wavelengths at these frequencies are similar (approximately 85 m

at 3.0 Hz and 70 m at 3.5 Hz). Assuming Rayleigh waves are sensitive to a depth

approximately one-third of the wavelength (Forsyth et al., 1998), the velocity maps at

3.0 Hz and 3.5 Hz correspond to depths of approximately 28 m and 23 m, respectively.

To interpret these trends, I compare the results to a geologic map of the survey area

in Figure 3.14a (California Department of Conservation, 2012).

Figure 3.14: (a) Geologic map of the survey area (California Department of Conserva-
tion, 2012). Light yellow indicates Holocene to late Pleistocene alluvial fan deposits,
dark yellow indicates late to middle Pleistocene lacustrine, playa, and estuarine de-
posits, and grey indicates artificial fill. Group velocity maps generated at (b) 3.0 Hz
and (c) 3.5 Hz. Grey lines in the maps correspond to major roads. The north line is
Interstate 405, the east-west line to the south is E 7th St, and the northwest-southeast
diagonal line is Highway 1. The black line in the west represents the location of the
Newport-Inglewood Fault. [CR] chap3/. lb-tomo

DISCUSSION

The most prominent trend in the group velocity maps is a boundary running northwest-

southeast across the array that separates a lower velocity region (north) from a higher
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velocity region (south); it is most distinct south of the eastern section of Interstate 405

at 3.5 Hz (Figure 3.14c). This boundary coincides well with a boundary in the ge-

ologic map that separates Holocene to late Pleistocene alluvial fan deposits (north;

light yellow) from late to middle Pleistocene lacustrine, playa, and estuarine deposits

(south; dark yellow). The deposits in the north are unconsolidated to slightly consoli-

dated material, while the deposits in the south are slightly to moderately consolidated

material. The nature of these deposited materials support the lower velocities in the

north and the higher velocities in the south that are observed.

Another prominent feature in both group velocity maps is a low-velocity zone in

the southeast region of the array. This zone corresponds to Alamitos Bay, and the

geologic map indicates that it was built on artificial fill, which is expected to display

relatively low velocities (Wills and Silva, 1998). Overall, the significant trends in the

group velocity maps match the surface geology at Long Beach well.

Two smaller but notable features in the velocity maps are the low-velocity lin-

ear trend in the western portion of the Newport-Inglewood Fault zone and the high

velocities overlaying Interstate 405 in the north. One possible explanation for the

low-velocity trend is that it is the fault itself, as the location of the anomaly coincides

well with the surface projection of the fault in the geologic map (black dashed line). A

relatively low-velocity fault signature at shallow depths (approximately 25 m) would

be di↵erent from the relatively high-velocity fault signature at deeper depths (ap-

proximately 100 m) observed by Dahlke et al. (2014), Nakata et al. (2015), and Lin

et al. (2013). The last study hypothesized that the high-velocity signature was related

to deeper material being pushed up during the fault deformation process. Here, the

low-velocity signature could represent the fault damage zone. Material in this zone

becomes fractured during slip and is thus likely to display a relatively low seismic

velocity (Mooney and Ginzburg, 1986).

Another possible explanation for the low-velocity linear trend is that it is related to

the narrow region of less-consolidated material seen in the geologic map (light yellow,

extending from grey; Figure 3.14a). Although the features are spatially o↵set from

each other, the geologic map is representative of the surface while the tomography

results are sensitive to features tens of meters below the surface. Thus, I could be

sensing a dipping, low-velocity geologic structure, which may or may not be related

to the presence of a fault.
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There is also the possibility that this low-velocity trend is related to Highway 1.

Though they do not overlap perfectly with each other, they both follow similar tra-

jectories in the west and bend toward the south in the southeast region of the array

(most noticeably in the velocity map at 3.5 Hz). However, resolution is expected to be

poor in the southeast region of the array given that there are fewer receivers and less

tra�c in the area, leading to poor ray coverage. Therefore, one cannot fully believe

such narrow features in this area, let alone confidently associate it with the path of

Highway 1. More importantly, Highway 1 is more likely to produce a high-velocity

signature than a low-velocity one based on the following analysis of the high-velocity

trend overlaying Interstate 405.

The previously mentioned high-velocity trend is likely an artifact explained by the

combination of the temporal width of the picking window for the fundamental mode

and the highway acting as an active noise source. As seen in the virtual-source gathers

(Figures 3.4 and 3.5), when the virtual source and receiver are on opposite sides of the

highway, I measure an artificially early traveltime. For a receiver just a few hundred

meters on the other side of the highway from the virtual source, the traveltime is

still artificially early, but not early enough to arrive outside of the fundamental-

mode picking window. Thus, the picking procedure accepts slightly early traveltimes

associated with receivers near the highway (as seen in Figures 3.8a and 3.9a), which

results in an artificial high-velocity trend aligned with the highway.

While there are other busy roads (e.g., E 7th St and Highway 1; Figure 3.1),

they do not appear as high-velocity trends because the signal they generate is not as

strong relative to its surroundings as the signal from Interstate 405 (as seen in the

previous chapter). As a result, these roads do not act as overwhelmingly strong active

noise sources like Interstate 405, which makes them less susceptible to these picking

artifacts.

Resolution analysis of tomographic results

To assess the spatial resolution of the group velocity maps, I take two approaches.

First, I plot the number of rays passing through each model grid cell for all ray paths

associated with correlations used in the tomography procedure. Figure 3.15 shows

the ray count for 3.5 Hz correlations; the map for 3.0 Hz correlations is similar. More
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straight rays passing through a cell suggests better resolution.

As expected, the ray count is highest in the center of the map due to the array

geometry and the presence of a strong noise source (Interstate 405) in that region.

The low-count areas correspond to gaps in the receiver distribution. This lack of

coverage is particularly evident in the southeast region of the array, where the e↵ect

of the lack of receivers is compounded by the relative lack of tra�c noise due to the

presence of the marina. Therefore, I expect higher resolution in the center of the

array and lower resolution along the edges of the array, particularly in the marina.

Figure 3.15: Number of rays passing though each grid cell for all correlations used at
(a) 3.0 Hz and (b) 3.5 Hz. [CR] chap3/. raylengths

To qualitatively assess how poor the spatial resolution is along the edges of the

array, I perform checkerboard tests. I add a sinusoidal, or checkerboard, velocity

perturbation to the final inverted velocity model. Maximum perturbations are set to

15% of the modeled velocity, which is smaller than the minimum percent di↵erence

between the major low- and high-velocity regions. I examine checkers that are 500 m

⇥ 500 m (Figure 3.16a) and 200 m ⇥ 200 m (Figure 3.17a). I generate synthetic

traveltimes through the perturbed model and add random Gaussian noise with a

mean of 0 and a standard deviation based on the distribution of traveltime picks
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from daily correlation stacks (32 picks for 32 days of data). In this procedure, each

virtual source-receiver pair has its own standard deviation. I then invert the noisy

traveltimes using the same parameters as in the inversion of the actual data. I use

ray coverages associated with both 3.0 Hz and 3.5 Hz inversions.

For large checker sizes (Figure 3.16), the overall checkerboard pattern is reasonably

well resolved throughout the entire array, even along most of the edges of the model.

The exception is the southeast region of the array. Tra�c noise is inconsistent and

weak in that area, which can lead to relatively low SNR in the correlations and large

error in the traveltime picks. Combined with the sparse ray coverage, it is no surprise

that these checkers cannot be well resolved in that region. Note that the recovered

checkerboards are similar for both ray coverage distributions.

Figure 3.16: Checkerboard tests with checkers spanning 500 m ⇥ 500 m squares.
(a) True model. (b) Recovered checkerboard using ray coverage associated with in-
version at 3.0 Hz. (c) Recovered checkerboard using ray coverage associated with

inversion at 3.5 Hz. [CR] chap3/. checker500

For small checker sizes (Figure 3.16), the overall checkerboard pattern is reason-

ably well resolved in the center of the array but not particularly along the edges of

the array. Again, resolution is especially poor in the southeast region of the array,

likely because of the reasons previously outlined. Additionally, some checkers in the
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northeast region of the array are only well resolved in the southwest-northeast direc-

tion. This is likely due to the directionality of the majority of accepted ray paths at

these frequencies, which run perpendicular to the highway. Given the accepted ray

paths and the noise model, these results suggest that there is at least 200 m ⇥ 200 m

resolution in the center of the array and at least 500 m ⇥ 500 m resolution along the

fringes of the array.

Figure 3.17: Checkerboard tests with checkers spanning 200 m ⇥ 200 m squares.
(a) True model. (b) Recovered checkerboard using ray coverage associated with in-
version at 3.0 Hz. (c) Recovered checkerboard using ray coverage associated with

inversion at 3.5 Hz. [CR] chap3/. checker200

Overall, these results demonstrate that a cost-e↵ective, non-invasive technique like

passive seismic interferometry can benefit fields interested in the near surface, such

as earthquake hazard analysis and foundation design. Shear velocity is proportional

to the impedance of the material, and seismic wave amplitudes typically increase

with lower impedance (Wills and Silva, 1998). Thus, regions with low shear velocity

(and hence low impedance) at shallow depths are more susceptible to earthquake-

induced damage than regions with high shear velocity. Although Rayleigh wave group

velocities are not a direct measurement of shear velocity, group velocity dispersion

curves can be inverted to obtain shear velocity estimates as a function of depth (e.g.,

Wu et al., 1997; Karagianni et al., 2005). These velocity maps can constrain group

velocity dispersion curves at high frequencies and thus help constrain shear velocity
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estimates in the near surface. While active seismic surveys could produce similar

results, the required cost and manpower, particularly in urban settings, make them

less appealing than passive approaches.

CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, I showed that the non-invasive passive seismic interferometry ap-

proach could transform urban tra�c noise into near-surface velocity maps. Using a

cross-correlation technique, I was able to extract Rayleigh waves between 3 � 5 Hz

generated by tra�c noise. Though noisy, the traveltimes of the fundamental-mode

Rayleigh waves appeared reliable enough to perform straight-ray group velocity to-

mography over the entire array. From the group velocity maps at 3.0 Hz and 3.5 Hz,

I was able to distinguish velocity trends that agree with a geologic map of the survey

area. Among the most prominent features resolved are a region of less-consolidated

material in the north, a region of more-consolidated material in the south, Alamitos

Bay, and a narrow low-velocity feature in the Newport-Inglewood Fault zone.

Overall, these results suggest that ambient-noise tomography techniques can reli-

ably resolve shallow geologic structures in areas with dense infrastructure and urban-

ization. These near-surface velocities can be useful for identifying regions that are

susceptible to serious damage during earthquake-related shaking. Requiring only an

array of receivers and long recording times, the demonstrated methodology is a low-

cost and practical alternative to traditional active seismic approaches to near-surface

imaging, particularly in densely-populated urban environments.
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Chapter 4

P-wave extraction in a shallow

marine environment

While the seismic noise field in shallow marine environments is dominated by ocean-

generated surface waves at low frequencies, it can be dominated by P-waves originat-

ing from natural or anthropogenic sources at very high frequencies. In this chapter, I

extract high-frequency (greater than 40 Hz) P-waves from the ambient seismic noise

field at the Forties ocean-bottom node array using two methods: passive seismic in-

terferometry and passive fathometry. Seismic interferometry extracts P-waves prop-

agating in the water layer that appear to be generated by distant seismic surveys as

well as the operating platform in the center of the array. To extract a 1D reflection

profile from this P-wave energy, I adapt the traditional passive fathometry approach

for horizontally oriented arrays. Results indicate that this method could potentially

be used to estimate the water depth in shallow marine environments.

INTRODUCTION

Extraction of the surface-wave portion of Earth’s ambient seismic noise field using

passive seismic interferometry has been successful at the continental, regional, and

local scales (e.g., Shapiro et al., 2005; Bensen et al., 2008; de Ridder and Dellinger,

2011; Chang et al., 2016). Many studies have used the associated traveltimes of

the surface waves to perform tomography and produce near-surface velocity maps,

67
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including the previous chapter. As a result, focus has shifted to extracting the body-

wave portion of the Earth’s ambient seismic noise field for subsurface imaging. This

task is challenging for multiple reasons, including the fact that Earth’s ambient seismic

noise field is dominated by surface waves due to most noise sources being located near

the surface, and because surface waves are subject to less attenuation and weaker

geometrical spreading e↵ects than body waves.

At the local scale on land, Nakata et al. (2011) and Draganov et al. (2013) were

able to recover reflection events from passive seismic data collected in seismically quiet

regions containing major roads. The subsequent reflections from both studies were

then migrated to obtain shallow reflection images. Additionally, Nakata et al. (2015)

were able to recover diving P-waves using a dense array at Long Beach, California,

which were subsequently used to produce a 3D tomographic image of the subsurface.

Each of these studies employed methods to enhance the body-wave energy in the

presence of relatively strong surface waves (e.g., f-k filtering to dampen surface-wave

arrivals, selecting times with relatively strong body-wave arrivals).

There have also been successful examples of extracting non-surface waves in shal-

low marine environments. Using continuous recordings from an ocean-bottom cable

network in the Valhall oil field, Mordret et al. (2013) extracted an apparent acoustic

wave generated by an operating platform using passive seismic interferometry. Using

a small L-shaped (vertical and horizontal) hydrophone array in o↵shore New Jersey,

Brooks and Gerstoft (2009) extracted direct, sea-surface reflected, and sea-bottom

reflected events in the water column generated by shipping and breaking-wave noise

using similar techniques. In a di↵erent approach, a collection of studies (e.g., Gerstoft

et al., 2008a; Siderius et al., 2010) introduced a technique called passive fathometry

to obtain shallow subsurface reflection images using energy generated by breaking

waves at the sea surface recorded by vertically-oriented geophone and hydrophone

arrays in the water column. The method e↵ectively performs up-down separation of

naturally occurring acoustic energy using an adaptive beamforming approach to limit

the influence of broadside energy. Each of these studies focused on high frequencies

(greater than 20 Hz) to extract these P-waves.

In this chapter, I attempt to extract acoustic P-waves from a shallow marine

environment using both traditional passive seismic interferometry and an adaptation

of passive fathometry. First, I introduce the continuous ocean-bottom node recordings
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from the Apache Forties dataset and discuss the temporal and spatial patterns in the

ambient seismic noise field. Second, I apply passive seismic interferometry processing

with phase-weighted stacking to generate high-frequency (40� 80 Hz) virtual source

gathers throughout the array and across di↵erent time periods. To get a sense of

the directionality of the events, I examine virtual source gathers along approximate

lines of receivers in the north-south and east-west directions across di↵erent time

periods. I then perform linear moveout on these source gathers to estimate the

apparent velocities of these events. Finally, I adapt traditional passive fathometer

processing for use on horizontal arrays in an attempt to recover 1D reflection profiles

of the subsurface. Results appear to retrieve the water-column multiple, whose timing

can be used to estimate water depth.

CONTINUOUS RECORDINGS AT APACHE FORTIES

The Forties data set, provided by the Apache Corporation, consists of three clusters

of ocean-bottom nodes (OBNs) centered at three di↵erent platforms in the North Sea.

The four-component nodes were deployed as part of an active seismic survey aimed

at imaging shallow gas pockets that could pose potential drilling hazards. In this

chapter, I examine the hydrophone and vertical-geophone components of the Bravo

group of OBNs. This cluster of OBNs consists of 52 nodes arranged in a hexagonal

shape and centered around an operating platform (Figure 4.1). The average node

spacing is 50 m, and the maximum array o↵set is approximately 400 m. Each node

continuously records for approximately 4 days at 2 ms sampling and is located roughly

120 m below the sea surface.

I perform basic preprocessing to prepare the continuous recordings for ambient

seismic noise processing. First, the geophone recordings are rotated into standard

north-east-vertical orientation using the provided tilt angles (Levin and Chang, 2015).

Next, the continuous recordings from each node are rounded up to the nearest quarter

of an hour and rounded down to the nearest quarter of an hour, as not all nodes

were deployed at the same time. Because the convergence of cross-correlations is

improved by stacking results over short time windows (Seats et al., 2012), I segment

the continuous recordings from each node into tapered 30-minute time windows with

50% overlap. This procedure results in 307 time windows spanning over 3.1 days.
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Figure 4.1: Map of the Apache Forties acquisition survey. Black points: receivers.
Red points: shot locations. Blue points: nodes used for spectrograms. The operating
platform is located in the center of the cluster of nodes. Coordinates have been
redatumed. [CR] chap4/. forties-map

Because I am interested in extracting P-waves from the ambient seismic noise

field at Forties, I focus on data collected during quiet periods. Thus, it is important

to determine which time windows contain active seismic shooting so they can be

excluded from further analysis. To characterize the type of seismic energy being

recorded by the array, I generate spectrograms for nodes near the platform and north

of the platform (blue points; Figure 4.1). I create a spectrogram for a single node by

estimating the logarithm of the power spectrum of each 30-min window and plotting

the results from each time window side-by-side. Note that the instrument responses of

the hydrophone and geophones have not been removed, so the approximate amplitude

roll-o↵s below 30 Hz and above 200 Hz have not been accounted for (Figure 4.18).

The low-frequency seismic energy recorded by the hydrophones near the platform

and north of the platform (Figures 4.2a and b, respectively) share similar patterns.

First, the consistent high-spectral power at frequencies below 1 Hz are a nice example

of microseism energy, which is constantly being generated by the natural interaction

of ocean waves. Closer inspection of the lower end of the microseism energy (ap-

proximately 0.2 Hz) indicates a gradual increase in relative power over time between
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days 110�110.5 and days 112.5�113. This signature is indicative of stormy weather,

where ocean waves become move violent and thus generate stronger microseisms. Sec-

ond, the comb patterns across frequencies between 2�5 Hz during certain time periods

are indicative of a consistent signal reaching the nodes at regular time intervals. This

repeating signal is related to active seismic shooting. Here, each tooth of the comb is

separated by approximately 1/7 Hz, indicating a length of 7 s between each seismic

shot.

Note that whenever the microseism energy begins to increase in power (e.g. days 110.25

and 112.5), active seismic shooting stops. This is an indication that there are stormy

weather conditions during the Forties recording period, which create ideal conditions

for extracting signal from ambient seismic noise in ocean-bottom environments by

not only halting active seismic surveys but also by generating stronger seismic signals

to extract. For instance, Brooks and Gerstoft (2009) showed that stormy weather

produces more breaking waves at the sea surface, which enable better extraction

of vertically-propagating energy in the water column. Additionally, de Ridder and

Dellinger (2011) suggested that stormy weather was ideal for extracting Scholte waves

from microseism energy recorded by OBNs.

When focusing on the full frequency range (up to 250 Hz) for the same hy-

drophones (Figure 4.3), the times of active seismic shooting are even clearer, as their

signatures extend across nearly the entire frequency band. Because I am also working

with vertical-component geophones, I show their corresponding spectrograms in Fig-

ure 4.4. While their corresponding signature of active seismic shooting is similar to

that seen in the hydrophones, there is a pattern that is only observed in the vertical-

component geophones. Focusing on frequencies below 40 Hz, there is strong spectral

power only when the geophone is near the platform. Combined with the fact that

geophones are coupled to the ground whereas hydrophones are coupled to the water,

this particular energy is likely related to platform-generated Scholte waves. Because

I am interested in energy propagating close to vertical when looking for P-waves, I

will focus on frequencies over 40 Hz to avoid this energy when performing further

analysis.

To identify the time windows containing active-source seismic shooting, I calculate

the maximum absolute amplitude of all traces and discard those with corresponding

values over a certain threshold. After filtering out these time windows, I am left
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Figure 4.2: Hydrophone spectrograms up to 5 Hz for a node (a) near the platform,
and (b) north of the platform (see Figure 4.1 for node locations). Spectrograms are

clipped identically so that comparisons can be made. [CR] chap4/. forties-h-sp-lo
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Figure 4.3: Hydrophone spectrograms up to 250 Hz for a node (a) near the platform,
and (b) north of the platform (see Figure 4.1 for node locations). Spectrograms are

clipped identically so that comparison can be made. [CR] chap4/. forties-h-sp-hi
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Figure 4.4: Vertical-geophone spectrograms up to 250 Hz for a node (a) near the plat-
form, and (b) north of the platform (see Figure 4.1 for node locations). Spectrograms

are clipped identically so that comparison can be made. [CR] chap4/. forties-v-sp-hi
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with 193 30-min time windows, which span approximately 2 days. I also remove

all spurious nodes, which leaves 49 of 52 nodes to work with. These time windows

compose the passive seismic data that I will use for further analysis.

Looking more closely at the spectrograms of the remaining times of no active

seismic shooting, there appear to be roughly three di↵erent quiet periods. To make

these time periods clearer, I display these three periods for the hydrophone near the

platform in Figure 4.5; these are the same spectrograms in Figure 4.3a but divided up.

The first is an 8.25-hour period (T1) after the first round of active seismic shooting

(Figure 4.5a), where there is relatively high power across all frequencies. Note that

this is a time period associated with the storm. Looking at this time period in the

other spectrograms, spectral power appears to be stronger north of the platform than

near the platform, which could be indicative of a strong source north of the array.

The second time period (T2) is a 15.0-hour period after period T1, when there is

relatively less power across frequencies (Figure 4.5b). This could be indicative of a

truly quiet period when there are no strong sources outside the array. The third time

period (T3) is a 10.0-hour time window with a weaker but similar spectral pattern

as T1 (Figure 4.5c). Again, it appears that spectral power is higher closer north of

the platform than close to the platform, which suggests that this could be a strong

source north of the array. I will analyze the passive seismic data from each of these

time period independently in the next section to determine how noise sources change

over time.

PASSIVE SEISMIC INTERFEROMETRY

Passive seismic interferometry is performed by e↵ectively cross-correlating the record-

ings of ambient seismic noise at two receivers. Under certain conditions, the result

is an estimate of the Green’s function between the two receivers (Wapenaar et al.,

2010). By correlating the recording at one receiver with recordings from all other

receivers, one can create virtual source gathers, much like in the previous chapter.

To perform passive seismic interferometry on the Forties’ passive seismic data,

I calculate the averaged whitened coherency (Weemstra et al., 2014) between each

pair of nodes over all 30-min time windows. This procedure is also referred to as

calculating the cross-coherence. By normalizing the input spectra by a smoothed
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Figure 4.5: Hydrophone spectrogram for the node close to the platform over di↵erent
time periods of no active seismic shooting. (a) T1: 8.25-hour time window beginning
at Julian day 110.05 (right after the first period of active seismic shooting). (b) T2:
15.0-hour time window beginning at Julian day 110.48 (after T1). (c) T3: 10-hour
time window beginning at Julian day 111.21 (after T2). All panels are clipped and

scaled identically. [CR] chap4/. forties-32-spH-quiet-hi
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version of the amplitude spectra, the approach typically increases the bandwidth of

the signal without modifying the phase information. In the frequency domain, the

procedure is generally expressed as:
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where G is the Green’s function between two receiver locations (x
A

, x

B

), U(x, !) is the

spectrum of the wavefield at a given receiver location x, ⇤ is the complex conjugate,

h·i is an averaging operation, | · | is the magnitude of the spectrum, and {·} is a

0.003 Hz running window average used for normalizing the signal. The result is then

inverse Fourier transformed into the time domain. Given the parameters of the data

set, I used this procedure to estimate over 450 thousand Green’s functions (193 time

windows ⇥ 492 receiver pairs).

I employ two processing procedures enhance potential P-waves. First, I frequency

bandpass the resulting estimated Green’s functions (EGFs) for frequencies between

40 � 80 Hz. As conjectured based on the spectrograms in the previous section, the

platform generates Scholte waves below 40 Hz. By ignoring frequencies below 40 Hz, I

can avoid extracting surface-wave energy. Second, I perform phase-weighted stacking

across all time windows rather than standard linear stacking. Phase-weighted stacking

is a method that suppresses incoherent noise better than linear stacking, and can thus

be e↵ective at detecting weak but coherent arrivals (Schimmel and Paulssen, 1997;

Schimmel et al., 2011) such as P-waves. The method essentially weighs each time

sample from the linear stack by a stack based on the corresponding instantaneous

phase (called a phase stack). Time samples with incoherent instantaneous phase

are weighted toward 0, while time samples with coherent instantaneous phase are

weighted toward 1. Specifically, the weight is the stack of the corresponding sample-

by-sample-normalized analytic traces. In equation form, the phase-weighted stacking

procedure is expressed as:
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where p(t) is the phase-weighted stack result, N is the number of traces being stacked,

s

j

(t) are the traces being stacked, �
k

(t) is the instantaneous phase of the trace, and

v is a phase sharpness factor (chosen empirically here to have a value of 2). Though
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this stack is not a linear procedure, the time-consistent signal in the stack should not

be distorted much while incoherent noise in the stack is dampened to allow weaker

coherent signals to become more apparent.

Virtual source gathers sorted by absolute o↵set

I first create source gathers with a virtual source located near the platform (centered

blue point in Figure 4.1) for frequencies between 40 � 80 Hz. Traces are sorted by

absolute o↵set. To compare the e↵ects of the two processing approaches on virtual

source gathers, I plot the results from using linear stacking and using phase-weighted

stacking.

Focusing on the hydrophone-hydrophone (PP) virtual source gathers, there are

similar events extracted when using linear stacking (Figure 4.6a) and when using

phase-weighted stacking (Figure 4.6b). Specifically, there appear to be linear events

with apparent velocities close to water velocity at both positive and negative time

lags, and another linear event with apparent velocity faster than water velocity at

only positive time lags. Because positive time lags correspond to wavefields propa-

gating away from the virtual source while negative time lags correspond to wavefields

propagating toward the virtual source, these events are likely generated by sources

outside of the array rather than the platform. However, phase-weighted stacking ap-

pears to reveal a faster-propagating, earlier-arriving event at positive times lags that

is not as apparent with linear stacking.

Focusing on the vertical-vertical geophone (ZZ) virtual source gathers, there is a

dramatic di↵erence when using linear stacking and when using phase-weighted stack-

ing. When using linear stacking (Figure 4.7a), there is one clear event at only posi-

tive time lags. This suggests that this event is moving away from the virtual source

location, which in this case is away from the operating platform. When using phase-

weighted stacking (Figure 4.7b), not only is the previously mentioned event apparent

but also a second, later event at positive time lags that appears to have similar move-

out velocity. The intercept time of this second event is approximately 0.15 s, which

is close to the two-way traveltime through the water column (given an approximate

water depth of 120 m and a water velocity of 1500 m/s).

In general, phase-weighted stacking appears to sharpen the events in the virtual
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Figure 4.6: PP source gathers for frequencies between 40 � 80 Hz with the virtual
source located near the platform (centered blue star in maps in Figure 4.1). Traces
are sorted by absolute o↵set. (a) Using linear stacking. (b) Using phase-weighted

stacking. [CR] chap4/. forties-HH-abs

Figure 4.7: Vertical-vertical geophone source gathers for frequencies between 40 �
80 Hz with the virtual source located near the platform (centered blue star in maps in
Figure 4.1). Traces are sorted by absolute o↵set. (a) Using linear stacking. (b) Using

phase-weighted stacking. [CR] chap4/. forties-VV-abs
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source gathers. This non-linear stacking procedure appears to particularly reduce

noise in the ZZ correlations, allowing the secondary event at later positive time lags

to become more apparent. Though phase-weighted stacking appears to weaken the

dominant arrivals in the PP correlations, it seems to also dampen the overall amount

of noise as well as reveal a faster-propagating event at positive times lags not apparent

in when using linear stacking.

Overall, these virtual source gathers sorted by radial o↵set appear to reveal three

clear events:

1. A strong linear event propagating towards and away from the platform, observed

in the PP correlations (Figure 4.6).

2. A strong, faster linear event with 0 s intercept time propagating away from the

platform, observed in both the PP and ZZ correlations (Figures 4.6 and 4.7,

respectively).

3. A weaker but fast linear event with approximately 0.15 s intercept time prop-

agating away from the platform, observed in the ZZ correlations (Figure 4.7;

most evident at far o↵sets).

Virtual source gathers along di↵erent receiver lines

To understand the direction of propagation of each of these events beyond just to-

wards or away from the platform, I create virtual source gathers along two receiver

line orientations: north-south and east-west (Figure 4.8). To understand how the

potential sources of passive seismic energy change over time, I also display these vir-

tual source gathers stacked over four time periods (based on the temporal divisions

in Figure 4.5): all times, period T1, period T2, and period T3. For the virtual source

gathers stacked across all times, I perform linear moveout (LMO) to estimate moveout

velocities of the observed linear events. While beamforming is typically an e↵ective

way to estimate the directionality and propagation velocity of these events, it is not

e↵ective in this scenario due to the spatial aliasing artifacts when working at such

high frequencies and relatively large average receiver separations. Note that I use

results from phase-weighted stacking for all figures in this section.
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Figure 4.8: Map of di↵erent receiver line orientations. (a) North-south. (b) East-
west. Red points are virtual source locations while green points are receiver subsets.
[CR] chap4/. forties-lines

I first focus on apparent north-south receiver lines. Looking at the PP source

gather with a virtual source located in the north of the array stacked over all recording

times (Figure 4.9a), there are indications of two types of events. At positive time

lags, there is a clear linear event. Because the virtual source is located north of

the platform, the asymmetric signal (in time) indicates that this particular event

is propagating south toward the platform. Since energy is moving away from the

virtual source, I perform LMO centered at the virtual source location with a velocity

of 1500 m/s and find that this particular event is flattened (Figure 4.9b). Therefore,

it appears that this particular event originates north of the array and propagates at

approximately water velocity.

At negative time lags, there is a clear event with a peak centered at an o↵set

of approximately �200 m. This ’V’-shaped pattern is indicative of an active source

within the line of receivers, and the peak of this event corresponds to the approximate

location of the operating platform. Because energy appears to move away from the

platform location, I perform LMO centered at the platform location (rather than the

virtual source location) with an apparent velocity of 3000 m/s. Doing so appears to

flatten the event (Figure 4.9c).

The corresponding PP virtual source gathers stacked over the three di↵erent time

periods are displayed in Figure 4.10. Over period T1 (Figure 4.10a), there is a clear

linear event at negative time lags, which suggests that energy is propagating across
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Figure 4.9: PP source gathers corresponding to a virtual source in the north of the
array after phase-weighted stacking over all times for frequencies between 40� 80 Hz
with receivers along approximate lines in the north-south direction. (a) Original
source gather. (b) Source gather after LMO at 1500 m/s centered at the virtual
source location (0 m o↵set). (c) Source gather after LMO at 3000 m/s centered at
the platform location (-200 m o↵set). Negative o↵sets correspond to receivers toward

the south. [CR] chap4/. forties-s03-nslinesHH

the array from south to north. Because this event does not display the ‘V‘ shape

associated with platform noise, this energy is likely propagating at water velocity.

Over period T2 (Figure 4.10b), the previously observed ‘V‘-shaped pattern is clear,

which is indicative of platform-generated energy. Over period T3 (Figure 4.10c), there

is a dominant linear event propagating at water velocity at positive time lags, which

suggests that energy is propagating across the array from north to south. This is the

opposite of the pattern observed during period T1. These patterns are potentially

indicative of di↵erences in relative locations of distant seismic surveys or shipping

noise.

The ’V’-shaped pattern at negative time lags and centered at the approximate

platform location is clearly observed when looking at the corresponding ZZ virtual

source gathers after stacking over all time periods (Figure 4.11a). Additionally, there

is a clear second event at greater negative time lags with similar ’V’-shape and move-

out velocity. This secondary event likely corresponds to the secondary event at pos-

itive time lags in the ZZ virtual source gather sorted by radial o↵set (Figure 4.7),

with the di↵erences in intercept time and time lags due to di↵erences in the relative

locations of virtual sources and receivers for the gathers. Performing LMO using

a velocity of 3000 m/s centered at the platform location flattens both these events

(Figure 4.11b).
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Figure 4.10: PP source gathers corresponding to a virtual source in the north
of the array after phase-weighted stacking over di↵erent quiet time periods for
frequencies between 40 � 80 Hz with receivers along approximate lines in the
north-south direction. (a) Period T1. (b) Period T2. (c) Period T3. [CR]

chap4/. forties-s03-nslinesHH-quiet

Figure 4.11: ZZ source gathers corresponding to a virtual source in the north of the
array after phase-weighted stacking over all times for frequencies between 40� 80 Hz
with receivers along approximate lines in the north-south direction. (a) Original
source gather. (b) Source gather after LMO at 3000 m/s centered at the platform
location (-200 m o↵set). Negative o↵sets correspond to receivers toward the south.

[CR] chap4/. forties-s03-nslinesVV
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The corresponding ZZ virtual source gathers stacked over the three di↵erent time

periods are displayed in Figure 4.12. Over period T1 (Figure 4.12a), there is a strong

linear event at negative time lags. This indicates that energy is propagating from

south to north at water velocity, which is very similar to the corresponding PP virtual

source gather. Over periods T2 and T3, the platform energy dominates the virtual

source gathers. Note that there are indications of a linear event at positive time

lags, which corresponds to energy propagating at water velocity from north to south

(similar to the corresponding PP virtual source gathers).

Figure 4.12: ZZ source gathers corresponding to a virtual source in the north
of the array after phase-weighted stacking over di↵erent quiet time periods for
frequencies between 40 � 80 Hz with receivers along approximate lines in the
north-south direction. (a) Period T1. (b) Period T2. (c) Period T3. [CR]

chap4/. forties-s03-nslinesVV-quiet

Similar observations can be made when looking at source gathers along an appar-

ent line of receivers in the east-west direction and a virtual source in the east of the

array (Figure 4.8b). I first focus on the results from stacking over all times. From

PP virtual source gathers, there are hints of a linear event at positive time lags and a

’V’-shaped event at negative time lags (Figure 4.13a). To estimate the velocity of the

former event, I again perform LMO with moveout velocity of 1500 m/s with respect

to the virtual source location (Figure 4.13b). It is clear that the corresponding linear

event is not quite flattened. The event is pointing toward negative time lags after

LMO, which suggests that the event is reaching the receivers at an apparent velocity

faster than water velocity. Given the sign of the time lag, this event is propagating

from east to west. Performing LMO with a moveout velocity of 3000 m/s with respect

to the platform location indicates that, much like in the north-south virtual source

gathers, the platform in the center of the array is the source of high-velocity events

(Figure 4.13c).
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Figure 4.13: PP source gathers corresponding to a virtual source in the east of the
array after phase-weighted stacking over all times for frequencies between 40� 80 Hz
with receivers along approximate lines in the east-west direction. (a) Original source
gather. (b) Source gather after LMO at 1500 m/s centered at the virtual source
location (0 m o↵set). (c) Source gather after LMO at 3000 m/s centered at the
platform location (-200 m o↵set). Negative o↵sets correspond to receivers toward the

west. [CR] chap4/. forties-s05-ewlinesHH

The corresponding PP virtual source gathers stacked over the three di↵erent time

periods are displayed in Figure 4.14. Over period T1 (Figure 4.14a), there are hints

of an event that reaches all stations at nearly zero time. This pattern could be

indicative of energy propagating from directly south to north (based on the previous

north-south gathers), thus reaching all nodes at nearly the same time. Over period

T2 (Figure 4.14b), there are hints of both the platform energy at negative time lags

and a linear event at positive time lags that suggests that energy is propagating at

water velocity from east to west. Over period T3 (Figure 4.14c), there is a similar

linear event at positive time lags, which again suggests that energy is propagating at

water velocity from east to west.

Much like in the north-south virtual source gathers, there are two ’V’-shaped

events at negative time lags in the ZZ virtual source gathers along the east-west

direction when stacking over all time periods (Figure 4.15a). Again, performing

LMO with a velocity of 3000 m/s centered at the platform location appears to flatten

these two events (Figure 4.15b). Therefore, it appears that the platform is generating

multiple high-velocity events across multiple azimuths.

The corresponding ZZ virtual source gathers stacked over the three di↵erent time

periods are displayed in Figure 4.16. Over period T1 (Figure 4.16a), there are

hints of platform energy at negative time lags. Periods T2 (Figure 4.16b) and T3
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Figure 4.14: PP source gathers corresponding to a virtual source in the east
of the array after phase-weighted stacking over di↵erent quiet time periods for
frequencies between 40 � 80 Hz with receivers along approximate lines in the
east-west direction. (a) Period T1. (b) Period T2. (c) Period T3. [CR]

chap4/. forties-s05-ewlinesHH-quiet

Figure 4.15: ZZ source gathers corresponding to a virtual source in the north of
the array after phase-weighted stacking for frequencies between 40 � 80 Hz with
receivers along approximate lines in the east-west direction. (a) Original source
gather. (b) Source gather after LMO at 3000 m/s centered at the platform loca-
tion (-200 m o↵set). Negative o↵sets correspond to receivers toward the west. [CR]

chap4/. forties-s05-ewlinesVV
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(Figure 4.16c) display much clearer platform energy. This relative di↵erence in the

strength of platform-induced energy is similar to what is observed in the correspond-

ing north-south ZZ virtual source gathers (Figure 4.12).

Figure 4.16: ZZ source gathers corresponding to a virtual source in the east
of the array after phase-weighted stacking over di↵erent quiet time periods for
frequencies between 40 � 80 Hz with receivers along approximate lines in the
east-west direction. (a) Period T1. (b) Period T2. (c) Period T3. [CR]

chap4/. forties-s05-ewlinesVV-quiet

From these virtual source gathers along apparent receiver lines, I can elaborate

on each of the three previously mentioned events in the virtual source gathers sorted

by radial o↵set (Figures 4.6 and 4.7):

1. The linear event propagating at 1500 m/s observed in the PP virtual source

gathers appears to be arriving from outside the array and propagates along

di↵erent azimuths over time. Specifically, energy is arriving from due south

during T1 and from the northeast during T2 and T3 (stronger during T3).

2. The linear event propagating at an apparent velocity of 3000 m/s with 0 s inter-

cept time observed in both the PP and ZZ virtual source gathers is generated

by the platform and propagates in all directions. The corresponding energy is

most apparent during T2 and T3.

3. The linear event propagating at an apparent velocity of 3000 m/s with 0.15 s

intercept time observed in the ZZ virtual source gathers is also generated by

the platform and propagates in all directions. Again, the corresponding energy

is most apparent during T2 and T3.

Given the apparent velocities of these three events, these arrivals are likely either
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acoustic P-waves traveling in the water or body waves propagating through the sub-

surface. The events propagating at approximately 1500 m/s are likely energy traveling

horizontally across the array at water velocity, which would explain why this event

is relatively weak in the ZZ geophone correlations (hydrophones are coupled to water

while geophones are coupled to the ground). The strong change in directionality of

these events over time (particularly between T1 and T3 in Figure 4.10) suggest that

the origin of these signals could changing over time. Since the sea-surface and sea-

bottom e↵ectively act as a waveguide, signals from distant sources experience little

attenuation and typically display mostly horizontally-propagating wavefronts (Brooks

and Gerstoft, 2009). One potential source is distant commercial shipping noise in the

North Sea, which dominates the marine ambient seismic noise field at frequencies be-

tween 25� 250 Hz (Wenz, 1972). Another potential source is active seismic shooting

from another survey in the North Sea.

As for the events propagating at an apparent velocity of approximately 3000 m/s,

they are likely energy traveling with some vertical component of movement because

they are clearly observed in both the PP and ZZ virtual source gathers (particularly

the primary event closer to zero intercept time). Though they could be body waves

propagating through the subsurface, it appears more likely that they are both acous-

tic P-waves traveling through the water layer. This is because the secondary event

propagating at an apparent velocity of 3000 m/s in the ZZ virtual source gathers

has an intercept time approximately 0.15 s after the intercept time of the primary

event, which is approximately the two-way traveltime of a vertically-propagating wave

reverberating through a water column 120 m deep.

Additionally, the source of these high-velocity events appears to be the platform,

and it is strong across time periods T2 and T3. Note that these times are not during

stormy weather (time period T1). While it is possible that the apparent acoustic P-

waves are due to breaking waves hitting the side of the platform, the fact that these

platform-generated events are not more apparent during stormy weather suggests that

the source of energy could be normal operations on the platform. Alternatively, the

energy from the platform during stormy weather could just be masked by the strong

source to the north. Regardless of the true source of platform energy, given an appar-

ent velocity of 3000 m/s and assuming a plane wave traveling through the water at

1500 m/s, P-wave energy could be hitting the array at approximately 30 degrees with

respect to normal. Assuming there is indeed some vertical component of propagation
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to these high-velocity events, there is potential to obtain subsurface reflections. I turn

to passive fathometer processing in an attempt to extract these types of reflections

from the ambient seismic noise field.

PASSIVE FATHOMETRY

Passive fathometry is based on the idea that the cross-correlation of energy generated

from breaking waves at the sea surface and its echo return from the seabed can be used

to estimate traveltimes to subsurface reflectors. Therefore, the technique is similar

to passive seismic interferometry in that both approaches are based on the cross-

correlation of noise wavefields. It has been successfully applied to vertical arrays of

hydrophones and geophones in shallow marine environments (Gerstoft et al., 2008a;

Siderius et al., 2010). The vertical orientation of these arrays allows for e�cient

separation of up- and down-going events using an adaptive beamforming approach.

Here, I adapt this processing procedure for use with horizontally oriented ocean-

bottom arrays and apply the procedure to individual nodes in an attempt to extract

reflection profiles beneath select OBNs.

PZ summation for up- and down-going wavefield separation

Because passive fathometry depends on the separation of up- and down-going en-

ergy in the water column, I need a method for similar separation with a horizontal

array. Many OBN arrays contain both vertical-geophone and hydrophone compo-

nents, making it possible to perform up- and down-going wavefield separation using

PZ summation. In the acoustic decomposition (Schalkwijk et al., 1999), the up- and

down-going pressure wavefields are obtained by:

P

up

(!, k) =
1

2


P (!, k) + a(!)

⇢

q(!, k)
Z(!, k)

�
, (4.3)
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⇢
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�
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respectively, where P is the pressure component, Z is the vertical velocity component,

! is frequency, k is horizontal wavenumber, ⇢ is density of water, and q is vertical

slowness in the water layer defined as q(!, k) =
p

c

�2 � p

2(!, k), where c is water
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velocity and p is the ray parameter. a is a calibration filter, which accounts for the

di↵erences in coupling e↵ects between the hydrophone and geophone.

I apply passive fathometry to individual nodes rather than to between di↵erent

pairs of nodes so that horizontally-propagating energy (e.g., surface waves, guided

waves) can be avoided in the results. To simplify the analysis, I assume that passive

seismic energy primarily arrives at the nodes at near-vertical incidence. Although

virtual source gathers in the previous section suggested that the dominant events

could be arriving at a 30-degree incident angle from the platform, there could be

normally incident energy masked by these events. This is particularly possible in

this dataset because data was recorded during a storm. Brooks and Gerstoft (2009)

showed that there is more acoustic energy from breaking waves at frequencies below

100 Hz than usual during stormy periods, and that this energy propagates at higher

angles.

This assumption of normally incident energy allows for a couple simplifications

when estimating the calibration filter for PZ summation using active-source seismic

data. First, I can focus on performing up-down separation on the zero-o↵set trace

rather than the entire gather. Second, I can take the vertical slowness in the water

layer to be the inverse of water velocity, which allows Equations 4.3 and 4.4 to simplify

to:

P

up

(!) =
1

2
[P (!) + a(!)⇢cZ(!)] , (4.5)

and

P

down

(!) =
1

2
[P (!)� a(!)⇢cZ(!)] , (4.6)

respectively.

After these simplifications, I can estimate the calibration filter, a, for any node.

To do so, I follow the approach from Biondi and Levin (2014) using the zero-o↵set

active-source data. To demonstrate the steps taken when estimating the calibration

filter, I show the processing steps for a single node. The initial receiver gathers

with respect to a line of sources running east-west for the hydrophone and vertical-

component geophones are shown in Figure 4.17 after being bandpassed for frequencies

between 40�200 Hz. The low end is selected to be 40 Hz because spectrograms from

the vertical-component geophone (Figure 4.4) suggested that surface waves from the

platform dominated at lower frequencies. Avoiding energy below this frequency also
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allows me to avoid the low-frequency ringing e↵ects of the air-gun bubble on the

recordings. The high end is selected to be 200 Hz because acoustic energy from

breaking waves becomes more dominant in the ambient seismic noise field as frequency

increases. Thus, I want to include very high frequencies in the analysis.

Figure 4.17: Initial receiver gathers for the (a) hydrophone and (b) vertical-component

geophone for a single node. [CR] chap4/. forties-orig-gather

Next, I remove the provided instrument responses from both the hydrophone and

vertical-geophone recordings using deconvolution. The procedure is based on dividing

the recorded data by the instrument response in the frequency domain, with a noise

term added in the denominator to avoid division by zero. The amplitude and phase

spectra of the instrument responses are shown in Figures 4.18 and 4.19, respectively.

Based on these plots, the amplitudes of the signal after instrument designature at

the low and high frequencies should be boosted, and there should be clear di↵erences

in phase. After removing the instrument responses, the previous receiver gathers are

more closely matched in terms of amplitude and phase (Figure 4.20). For example, the

direct arrival (approximately 0.09 s) in the hydrophone receiver gather has opposite

polarity as its counterpart in the vertical-geophone receiver gather, as expected.

Next, I calculate the calibration filter for the given node. This filter can be

estimated by minimizing the energy of the down-going pressure field in a window

containing only up-going events. Here, I use a manually-selected time window near

zero o↵set around a shallow reflection event in the active-source data. I then compute

a Wiener shaping filter that shapes the vertical-component reflection to the reflec-

tion recorded by the hydrophone within the picked window. This particular filter

incorporates the density and slowness factors in Equations 4.5 and 4.6.
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Figure 4.18: Amplitude spectrum of instrument response. (a) Hydrophone.

(b) Vertical-component geophones. [CR] chap4/. a-response

Figure 4.19: Phase spectrum of instrument response. (a) Hydrophone. (b) Vertical-

component geophones. [CR] chap4/. p-response
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Figure 4.20: Receiver gathers corresponding to those in Figure 4.17 after removing
the instrument response. (a) Hydrophone. (b) Vertical-component geophones. [CR]

chap4/. forties-desig-gather

Once the calibration filter is estimated for each node, I test it by plugging it into

Equations 4.5 and 4.6 to perform PZ summation on the active data. Although the

calibration coe�cient is estimated at only zero o↵set, I use it for all traces regardless

of o↵set for display purposes. The result of the separation is shown in Figure 4.21.

Again, these gathers have been bandpassed for frequencies between 40� 200 Hz. As

hoped, the receiver gather for the up-going wavefield contains primarily the reflections,

and the water-column multiple is also significantly weaker (Figure 4.21a). However,

the direct arrival is still clear, although it appears weaker. As for the receiver gather

for the down-going wavefield, the reflection events have nearly disappeared while

the direct wave and water-column multiple are quite clear (Figure 4.21b), which is

expected. Though not perfect, the wavefield separation results seem reasonable here.

This method of estimating calibration coe�cients is repeated for a select number of

nodes.

Cross-correlation of up- and down-going noise

With reasonable calibration coe�cients between the hydrophone and vertical-geophone

recordings from active-seismic data, I apply the up-down separation procedure to

the same 30-minute time windows used for seismic interferometry in the previous

section. As with the active-source data, I first remove the instrument responses

from the passive recordings. I then bandpass the recordings for frequencies between
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Figure 4.21: Receiver gathers corresponding to those in Figure 4.20 after PZ summa-
tion. (a) Up-going wavefield. (b) Down-going wavefield. [CR] chap4/. forties-pz

40�200 Hz before performing PZ summation on the passive seismic recordings using

the corresponding calibration coe�cient for each node estimated from the active data

(Equations 4.5 and 4.6). Finally, I cross-correlate the resulting up- and down-going

wavefields from each time window in the frequency domain using:

F (!) = D(!)U⇤(!), (4.7)

where F is the fathometer output, D is the down-going wavefield, and U is the up-

going wavefield. I do not perform cross-coherence here (like for passive seismic inter-

ferometry) because I do not want the amplitude e↵ects from removing the instrument

response and applying PZ summation to be discarded by spectral whitening.

1D profiles

Figure 4.22 shows the results of cross-correlating up- and down-going passive energy

recorded by four random nodes at Forties after linear stacking the result from each

30-min time window. These results are estimated 1D profiles of the subsurface. I

scale the amplitudes along the time axis by t

0.8 to enhance later arrivals and plot the

envelopes of the signals for easier interpretation. Aside from the peaks at 0 s, there

appears to be peaks around 0.16 s at each of the nodes. As discussed previously,

the water depth in this area is approximately 120 m. Assuming a water velocity of

1500 m/s, the water-column multiple would take about 0.16 s to travel up and down.
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Additionally, there appears to consistently be an event between 0.30 and 0.32 s, which

could be related to the second water-column multiple (two trips up and down).

Figure 4.22: Envelopes of passive fathometry results at four di↵erent nodes in the
40 � 200 Hz frequency band after linear stacking of results from all 30-min time
windows. Amplitudes are scaled by time. [CR] chap4/. fathometer-linear-all

Based on the performance of phase-weighted stacking in the previous section,

Figure 4.23 shows the results for the same four nodes using phase-weighted stacking

rather than linear stacking. There are a number of observations to make. First,

it is clear that the fathometry results are much less noisy now. Second, the peaks

around 0.16 s and between 0.30 and 0.32 s are more apparent now that the noise has

decreased. Again, these events are likely to be related to water-column multiples given

the water depth at Forties and average water velocity. Third, and most interesting,

is the emergence of peaks besides those related to the water column. In particular,

there appear to be peaks at approximately 0.08 s and 0.25 s in each of the profiles.

As with the virtual source gathers in the previous section, I also display the
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Figure 4.23: Envelopes of passive fathometry results at four di↵erent nodes in the
40� 200 Hz frequency band after phase-weighted stacking of results from all 30-min
time windows. Amplitudes are scaled by time. [CR] chap4/. fathometer-pws-all
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fathometry results for two of the nodes (Figures 4.23a and 4.23b) that have been

phase-weighted stacked over four di↵erent time periods: all times, period T1, period

T2, and period T3. Each panel has an amplitude gain scaled by time to enhance later

events. Looking at the first node (Figure 4.24), it appears that di↵erent time periods

contribute to di↵erent peaks in the final fathometry result. Unfortunately, there is no

arrival that is clearly consistent over time. This is also the case for the second node

(Figure 4.25). Furthermore, there is hardly any consistent arrivals between di↵erent

nodes for a given time period. The exception is the sharp peaks at 0.16 and 0.32 s

during stormy weather (period T1).

Figure 4.24: Envelopes of passive fathometry results corresponding the to the
node in Figure 4.23a, phase-weighted stacked over (a) all times, (b) period T1,
(c) period T2, and (d) period T3. Amplitudes are scaled by time. [CR]

chap4/. fathometer-00-pws-all-quiet

To help determine what the peaks in the fathometry results correspond to, I

return to the active-source data. Figure 4.26 displays four near-zero o↵set hydrophone

traces bandpassed for frequencies between 40 � 200 Hz for the nodes corresponding

to the 1D profiles in Figures 4.22 and 4.23. Though performing normal moveout on
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Figure 4.25: Envelopes of passive fathometry results corresponding the to the
node in Figure 4.23b, phase-weighted stacked over (a) all times, (b) period T1,
(c) period T2, and (d) period T3. Amplitudes are scaled by time. [CR]

chap4/. fathometer-01-pws-all-quiet
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a common-midpoint gather centered at the node locations would yield traces with

higher signal-to-noise ratio, the acquisition geometry (particularly the limited range

of the node array) of the active survey does not allow for long-o↵set traces when

sorting the data into common midpoints. Like the fathometry results, I bandpass the

traces for frequencies between 40� 200 Hz and plot their envelopes.

Figure 4.26: Near-zero o↵set hydrophone traces corresponding to the fathometry
results in Figures 4.22 and 4.23. An amplitude gain scaled by time and a time shift
have been applied for comparison to fathometry results. [CR] chap4/. zero-all

From these zero-o↵set gathers, there are two clear arrivals in each of the gathers.

Note that their arrival times are similar across all four displayed nodes. The first

is at approximately 0.9 s, which corresponds to the direct arrival. The second is

at approximately 0.25 s, which is 0.16 s after the direct arrival. Given the water

bottom is approximately 120 m depth, the two-way traveltime of a wave through the

water column is 0.16 s. Thus, this second strong arrival is the water-column multiple.

Additionally, there appear to be some reflection events between these two dominant

arrivals that range between 0.14� 0.16 s (or 0.05� 0.07 s after the direct arrival).
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DISCUSSION

Based on the arrival times of events in the active-source traces, passive fathometry

appears to be potentially extracting the water column multiples. In the active-source

data, the first multiple arrives 0.16 s after the the direct arrival across all displayed

nodes, and in the fathometry results, there are strong peaks at 0.16 s across all nodes

(even those not shown here). Additionally, based on the known two-way traveltime

through the water column, the event at 0.32 s in the fathometry results are potentially

related to the second water-column multiple.

While the fathometry results also reveal arrivals at 0.08 and 0.25 s, they do not

appear to correspond to the shallow reflections in the active data. The reflections in

the active data arrive between 0.05 � 0.07 s after the direct arrival, which are later

than the previously mentioned arrivals in in the fathometry results. Additionally,

these arrival times in the fathometry results are consistent across all nodes, whereas

the reflection arrival times vary slightly from node to node.

Although the fathometry results display peaks at the expected water-column mul-

tiple arrival times, the regularity of the arrivals in the fathometry results (every 0.08 s)

is important to note. Such a regular pattern indicates that there is a periodic pattern

in the recorded passive seismic data. These are unlikely to be related to instrument

spikes, as there is no comb pattern at 12.5 Hz intervals in the spectrograms (Fig-

ure 4.5). Additionally, these are unlikely to be generated by a continuous but weak

active source, as the regular arrivals in the fathometry results are not overwhelmingly

clear across di↵erent all time periods (Figures 4.24 and 4.25). While these regular

arrivals (including the water-column multiples) are potentially artifacts from acqui-

sition or processing, it is interesting to note that the time between each arrival is

approximately the one-way traveltime through the water column.

It is also interesting to note that period T1 (the stormy period) displays high

frequency signal not observed in the other time periods. This time period also displays

the strongest arrivals at 0.16 and 0.32 s, which are the expected traveltimes of water-

column multiples. Together, these results suggest that it may be possible that stormy

weather does produce strong high-frequency, vertically propagating energy to extract.

Therefore, fathometry results during stormy periods may be the most reliable.

The question remains whether the fathometry results o↵er an improvement over
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a simple autocorrelation. To compare, I display the autocorrelations of both the

hydrophones (Figure 4.27) and vertical geophones (Figure 4.28) for the same four

nodes shown in the fathometry results. Like the fathometry processing, I removed the

instrument responses and frequency bandpassed the traces prior to autocorrelation.

The autocorrelation of the hydrophone is nearly identical to the fathometry results,

and the autocorrelation of the vertical geophone produces similar but noisier results.

Thus, regardless of which method is used, it appears that the same events at 0.08 s

intervals are observed.

Figure 4.27: Autocorrelation of hydrophone recordings from corresponding nodes in
Figures 4.22 and 4.23. Amplitudes are scaled with time. [CR] chap4/. autoH-pws-all

Clearly, passive fathometry and the corresponding up-down separation of passive

energy did not prove to be worth the e↵ort, as similar results could be obtained

through a cheaper autocorrelation procedure. The assumption that the majority of

the energy arrives at near-vertical incidence is likely too large of an assumption, given

that many PP virtual source gathers displayed not only strong platform-generated
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Figure 4.28: Autocorrelation of vertical-geophone recordings from correspond-
ing nodes in Figures 4.22 and 4.23. Amplitudes are scaled with time. [CR]

chap4/. autoV-pws-all
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noise but also strong events propagating at water velocity at near-horizontal angles.

These horizontally propagating events interfere with the desired signal that up-down

separation tries to enhance, and thus likely corrupted the fathometry results. It is

clear that applying PZ summation to passive seismic data is not enough to extract

reflections from noise.

The success of passive fathometry using a vertically-aligned array is based on up-

down wavefield separation via beamforming. The stacking power of the array allows

for multiple signals to be combined into up- and down-going signals with high signal-

to-noise ratios. These clean signals are then cross-correlated to obtain a reflection

profile below the vertical array. With an OBN array, nodes are typically spaced too

far apart for their traces to be combined. However, if nodes are close enough to

each other, it may be possible to average their hydrophone and vertical-geophone

recordings to enhance normally propagating energy while dampening horizontally-

propagating energy. PZ summation could then be applied to separate the beamformer

outputs into up- and down-going wavefields to be cross-correlated. Additionally, it

could be beneficial to record data at over 500 Hz, as energy from breaking waves at the

sea surface typically dominate the ambient seismic noise field between 500� 5000 Hz

(Hildebrand, 2009). Such high investigation frequencies would allow interfering signal

from platform energy and distant seismic shooting to be avoided in the analysis.

CONCLUSIONS

I investigated the apparent P-waves in the ambient seismic noise recordings from

Apache Forties using seismic interferometry and passive fathometry processing. By

using a phase-weighted stack in the seismic interferometry workflow, I showed that

there are three apparent P-wave events in the hydrophone-hydrophone (PP) and

vertical-vertical (ZZ) geophone correlations. I used virtual source gathers with ap-

proximate lines of receivers to determine the velocity and directionality of these

events. One event travels at 1500 m/s and appeared to travel across the array along

di↵erent azimuths over time. Because it is most apparent in the PP correlations, I

hypothesized that this event was a horizontally-propagating event likely originating

from distant sources such as another active seismic survey or shipping noise. Another

event traveled at an apparent velocity of approximately 3000 m/s with 0 s intercept

time and appeared in the virtual source gathers from both components. The last
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event also traveled at an apparent velocity of approximately 3000 m/s but with 0.15 s

intercept time, and appeared in only the ZZ correlations. I hypothesized that the ori-

gin of these events was the platform, and that they were likely P-wave reverberations

in the water column.

Given this interpretation of the faster events, I performed passive fathometry

processing on the ambient noise in an attempt to harness vertically propagating energy

for extracting subsurface reflections. While there were arrivals at the expected two-

way traveltimes through the water column, there were also consistent arrivals at the

one-way traveltimes through the water column across all nodes. Comparison of the

fathometry results to active-source data suggested that these arrivals between the

two-way traveltimes were unlikely to be related to subsurface stratigraphy. Instead,

the regularity and timing of arrivals suggests that they are artifacts, potentially in the

acquisition or the processing. Additionally, it appears that passive fathometry did

not add much value over simple autocorrelation, most likely because the assumption

of vertically-propagating energy is violated at Forties. Regardless of the success of

passive fathometry processing, it appeared that the water depth could potentially

be extracted in a shallow marine environment from the ambient seismic noise field,

particularly during stormy weather.
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Chapter 5

Body-wave extraction in a

deep-water environment

Though the microseism band of Earth’s ambient seismic noise field is primarily com-

posed of surface waves, it can also contain body waves. In this chapter, I perform

multi-component seismic interferometry on passive seismic data from the Moere Vest

long-o↵set ocean-bottom node survey to extract three distinct wave modes: Scholte

waves, guided acoustic waves, and critical refractions. While Scholte waves are com-

mon, the latter two wave modes are not. The dispersive behavior of the acoustic

guided waves compares well with theoretical dispersion curves, while the arrival times

of the critical refractions compare well with those in the active seismic survey. Nu-

merical modeling of wave propagation through a simplified elastic model of Moere

Vest suggests that these critical refractions could result from Scholte waves inter-

acting with the horst-and-graben structure of the top of basalt. Overall, the results

from this chapter lay the foundation for passive subsurface imaging using wave modes

beyond surface waves.

INTRODUCTION

The application of seismic interferometry to recordings of Earth’s ambient seismic

noise field has been shown to successfully estimate the Green’s function between pairs

of receivers. While extraction of the surface-wave portion of the estimated Green’s

function has been successful across many spatial scales in both land and marine

105
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environments (e.g., Shapiro et al., 2005; Bensen et al., 2008; de Ridder and Dellinger,

2011), there have been far fewer studies that have successfully extracted non-surface-

wave modes. In onshore environments, Roux et al. (2005) and Gerstoft et al. (2008c)

retrieved diving P-waves at the regional scale. Additionally, Poli et al. (2012) retrieved

P-wave reflections o↵ the mantle transition zone, while Ruigrok et al. (2011) and

Zhan et al. (2010) retrieved P- and S-wave reflections o↵ the Moho, respectively. In

these studies, the body-wave energy was extracted from the microseism band. At the

exploration scale, Nakata et al. (2015) were able to extract diving P-waves from a

dense array at Long Beach, California, while Nakata et al. (2011) and Draganov et al.

(2013) were able to extract reflection events in separate locations. In shallow marine

environments, studies have been able to extract direct P-waves traveling in the water

column (e.g., Mordret et al., 2013), as well as sea-surface reflected and sea-bottom

reflected events (e.g., Brooks and Gerstoft, 2009).

In this chapter, I focus on extracting both surface waves and non-surface waves

from the ambient seismic noise field recorded by the Moere Vest deep-water ocean-

bottom node (OBN) array. I begin with an overview of the unique Moere Vest OBN

array. I then provide an overview of passive seismic interferometry and apply it to

passive seismic data below 2 Hz. The resulting virtual source gathers reveal three

distinct wave modes:

• Scholte waves, which are commonly observed in ambient noise studies using

OBN data;

• guided acoustic waves, which have previously only been observed at these water

depths and frequencies in Hatchell and Mehta (2010); and

• critical refractions o↵ a subsurface structure, which have previously never been

observed in passive seismic data.

Because of the rarity of two of these wave modes in passive seismic studies, I outline

evidence supporting each of these classifications. I then simulate wave propagation

through a simple elastic model to test a hypothesis for the natural generation of

critical refractions.
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MOERE VEST CONTINUOUS RECORDINGS

The Moere Vest data set, provided by Seabed Geosolutions, consists of 179 four-

component ocean-bottom nodes (OBNs) deployed along a line on the seabed of o↵-

shore Norway and above a known block of basalt (Figure 5.1). The array is notable

for its spatial extent (85 km maximum o↵set between nodes) and deep-water envi-

ronment (approximately 1.6 � 1.9 km depth). The nodes consist of three di↵erent

sub-geometries: 141 nodes spaced 250 m apart and spanning 35 km that form the

regular spread; 12 nodes spaced 5 km apart at each end of the regular spread to

increase the total length of the array to 85 km; and 26 nodes spaced 2 m apart in

two parallel lines along the regular spread. Each node records continuously at 2-ms

sampling for approximately 10 days, with all nodes simultaneously recording for 7 of

those days.

Figure 5.1: Map of the Moere Vest OBN array with bathymetry. Nodes at both ends
of the dense regular spread are used for spectrograms and virtual source locations.
[NR] chap5/. moerevest-map

To prepare the data for a passive seismic study, I first rotate the horizontal-

component recordings of each geophone such that one component is inline with the
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OBN array and the other component is orthogonal to the array using the method

from Alves (2017). Because the shot and receiver lines overlap, the method e↵ectively

finds the rotation angle at which the first break energy is maximized in the radial

component. I then taper each recording to the nearest hour and then divide the

results into two-hour windows with 50% overlap (Seats et al., 2012).

Within the 7 days of simultaneous recordings were periods of active seismic shoot-

ing, where seismic shots occurred at 100 m intervals along a line over the node array.

This is apparent in the log-spectrogram of both the hydrophone and vertical-geophone

recordings for the node on the western edge of the regular spread, where the spectral

comb signature of active sources is dominant above 2 Hz (Figure 5.2). Note that the

comb pattern above 2 Hz is due to regular seismic shot intervals. While the e↵ect of

active seismic shooting does not appear to interfere with the frequencies of interest in

this study (below 2 Hz), I remove them from further analysis to ensure that the results

shown here are derived from strictly passive seismic data. Removal of times of active

seismic surveys results in approximately 3 days of simultaneous passive recordings,

or 78 two-hour time windows.

From the remaining time windows, it appears that energy below 2 Hz becomes

stronger between periods of active seismic shooting. This spectral trend might be

indicative of stormy conditions, which are known to induce stronger microseisms

(Gerstoft et al., 2008c). A storm during this time would also explain why active

seismic shooting was halted. Thus, the conditions during this survey provide an

opportunity to extract body waves from the ambient seismic noise field.

PASSIVE SEISMIC INTERFEROMETRY

Passive seismic interferometry produces an estimate of the Green’s function between

two receivers by cross-correlating their continuous and simultaneous recordings of

the ambient seismic noise field (Wapenaar et al., 2010). To perform passive seismic

interferometry I calculate the average of the whitened coherency between each pair

of nodes across all time windows. This procedure is also referred to as calculating

the cross-coherence, and it typically produces a broader-band signal than standard

cross-correlation while maintaining phase information. In the frequency domain, the
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Figure 5.2: Spectrograms of data recorded by the western node of the primarily array.
(a) Hydrophone. (b) Vertical geophone. [CR] chap5/. moerevest-sp-lo
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procedure is generally expressed as:
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where G is the Green’s function between two receiver locations (x
A

, x

B

), U(x, !) is

the Fourier transform of the wavefield at a given receiver location x, ⇤ is the complex

conjugate, h·i is an averaging operation, | · | is the magnitude of the spectrum, and {·}
is a 0.003 Hz running window average used for normalizing the signal. In total, nearly

2.5 million cross-coherences are calculated (78 time windows ⇥ 1792 node pairs).

By cross-correlating the recording from one node with recordings from all other

nodes, I can create a virtual source gather at any node in the array. As a result, I can

create an entire virtual seismic survey with virtual sources at each node location. For

this study, I focus on correlations from the hydrophones as well as from the vertical

and radial components of the geophones. I include the radial component here in

hopes of detecting any shear-wave energy. Because the Moere Vest array is such a

wide-aperture and deep array, I only investigate frequencies below 2 Hz, which is

dominated by strong microseism energy. Any extracted signal at high frequencies is

likely to be anthropogenic in origin, and any hidden, naturally occurring signal at

high frequencies is likely to be heavily attenuated at these large spatial scales.

WAVES MODES IN VIRTUAL SOURCE GATHERS

Virtual source gathers derived from passive seismic data recorded at Moere Vest re-

veal three di↵erent wave modes: Scholte waves, guided acoustic waves, and critical

refractions. I outline evidence for each of these classifications in the following subsec-

tions.

Scholte waves

Scholte waves are surface waves that travel along fluid-solid interfaces. Their particle

motion is elliptical along the direction of propagation, much like Rayleigh waves.

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show hydrophone-hydrophone (PP) and vertical-vertical geophone

(ZZ) virtual source gathers, respectively, for frequencies between 0.2� 0.4 Hz for two

virtual source locations: one at the western edge of the regular spread and one at the
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eastern edge of the regular spread (red dots in Figure 5.1). The slow event propagating

in each gather at a group velocity of approximately 450 m/s appears to be a Scholte

wave for a number of reasons.

First, this event is much stronger in the ZZ virtual source gathers (Figure 5.4)

than in the PP virtual source gathers (Figure 5.3). Since geophones are coupled

to the ground while hydrophones are coupled to the water, one would expect any

Scholte wave propagating along the seabed to be stronger in ZZ correlations than

in PP correlations. The stronger, faster-propagating event in the PP correlations

is likely an acoustic guided wave (analyzed in the following subsection). Second,

surface waves typically dominate Earth’s ambient seismic noise field at these very low

frequencies (microseism band). As a result Scholte waves are commonly the dominant

arrival in passive seismic data collected at the ocean bottom (e.g., Mordret et al.,

2013; de Ridder and Biondi, 2015). Third, Scholte waves are commonly observed to

propagate at velocities on the order of a few 100s m/s (e.g., de Ridder and Dellinger,

2011; de Ridder et al., 2015), which is on the order of the group velocities estimated

here.

Another common characteristic of Scholte waves is that they are dispersive. Be-

cause velocity of wave propagation through the subsurface increases with depth,

and because surface waves typically sample shallower depths as frequency increases

(shorter wavelengths), Scholte waves commonly display decreasing velocities as fre-

quency increases. Here, I create a dispersion image by performing slant stacks over

ranges of intercept times and moveout velocities on a virtual source gather, and

then performing a Fourier transform along the time axis to produce an image in

the frequency-velocity domain. The dispersion image associated with the ZZ virtual

source gather in Figure 5.4a, which displayed strong Scholte-wave energy, is shown

in Figure 5.5. As expected, the phase velocity appears to decrease as frequency

increases. Given this dispersion image, it appears that the wavelengths vary approx-

imately between 1250 m at 0.4 Hz and 3000 m at 0.2 Hz, which are long enough to

potentially reach the top of basalt approximately 1 km below the sea bottom when

assuming that surface waves are sensitive to depths approximately one-third of their

wavelengths (Forsyth et al., 1998).

The previously outlined evidence suggests that these low-velocity, low-frequency

events are Scholte waves. From the ZZ virtual source gathers (Figure 5.4), it is clear
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Figure 5.3: PP virtual source gathers for frequencies between 0.2 � 0.4 Hz for two
di↵erent virtual source locations. (a) Western node of the main array. (b) Eastern
node of the main array. Positive o↵sets are toward the east while negative o↵sets are
toward the west. The faint events propagating at approximately 450 m/s are Scholte
waves, while the strong events propagating at 1500 m/s are likely acoustic guided

waves. [CR] chap5/. scholte-hh-end
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Figure 5.4: ZZ virtual source gathers for frequencies between 0.2 � 0.4 Hz for two
di↵erent virtual source locations. (a) Western node of the main array. (b) Eastern
node of the main array. Positive o↵sets are toward the east while negative o↵sets
are toward the west. The strong events propagating at approximately 450 m/s are

Scholte waves. [CR] chap5/. scholte-zz-end
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Figure 5.5: Scholte wave dispersion image for the virtual source gather centered at the
western node for the ZZ virtual source gather (Figure 5.4a). Warmer colors correspond

to greater coherence of the dispersion estimate. [CR] chap5/. dispersion-scholte

that the Scholte-wave energy is strongest at positive time lags when the virtual source

is in the west of the array and at negative time lags when the virtual source is in the

east of the array. This indicates that the Scholte-wave energy is propagating primarily

from west to east, which suggests that this particular energy is arriving from open

North Sea waters rather than from the Norwegian coastline. These Scholte waves

and their corresponding dispersion images can potentially be used to estimate 1D

shear-wave velocity depth profiles.

Guided acoustic waves

Guided acoustic waves consist of constructively interfering, post-critical P-wave re-

flections reverberating between the sea surface and seabed (Burg et al., 1951). They

are commonly observed over a broad range of frequencies in active seismic marine sur-

veys where the water depth is shallow and the sea bottom is hard (e.g., Shtivelman,

2004; Klein et al., 2005; Boiero et al., 2013).

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show PP and ZZ virtual source gathers, respectively, for

frequencies between 0.4 � 1.5 Hz for the same two virtual source locations as in
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virtual source gathers in the previous subsection. Note that the maximum o↵set in

these gathers are now 30 km (twice as long as those in the gathers in the previous

subsection). The strong, consistent arrivals in each of the virtual source gathers are

likely guided acoustic waves for a number of reasons.

First, the group velocity of these arrivals is approximately 1500 m/s, which is

the velocity of acoustic waves in water. Given that Scholte wave velocities at these

frequencies are often observed to be on the order of 100s m/s (e.g., de Ridder and

Dellinger, 2011; de Ridder et al., 2015), this energy is unlikely to be related to Scholte

waves. Second, the signal-to-noise ratio for this event appears to be higher in the PP

correlations (Figure 5.6) than in the ZZ correlations (Figure 5.7), and this same

event dominates the PP correlations at frequencies below 0.4 Hz (Figure 5.3). Since

hydrophones are coupled to the water and geophones are coupled to the ground, one

would expect any waves propagating in the water, such as acoustic guided waves, to

be stronger in the PP virtual source gathers than in the ZZ virtual source gathers.

Figure 5.6: PP virtual source gathers for frequencies between 0.4 � 1.5 Hz for two
di↵erent virtual source locations. (a) Western node of the main array. (b) Eastern
node of the main array. Positive o↵sets are toward the east while negative o↵sets are
toward the west. Events propagating at 1500 m/s are acoustic guided waves. [CR]

chap5/. guided-hh-end

In terms of kinematics, acoustic guided waves are observed to be dispersive and
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Figure 5.7: ZZ virtual source gathers for frequencies between 0.4 � 1.5 Hz for two
di↵erent virtual source locations. (a) Western node of the main array. (b) Eastern
node of the main array. Positive o↵sets are toward the east while negative o↵sets are
toward the west. Events propagating at 1500 m/s are acoustic guided waves. [CR]

chap5/. guided-zz-end
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their phase velocities exceed water velocity (Shtivelman, 2004). This dispersive pat-

tern can be interpreted as due to the superposition of acoustic waves reverberating

in the water column at various post-critical angles (Gualtieri, 2014). To verify this

dispersive nature, I again create a dispersion image based on the PP virtual source

gather (Figure 5.6a) using the same approach as outlined in the previous subsection.

The only di↵erence is that I perform the operation on a broader-band virtual source

gather (up to 3 Hz instead of 1.5 Hz) to determine whether this signal extends over a

broad range of frequencies like acoustic guided waves in active seismic surveys. The

background image in Figure 5.8 shows that the apparent acoustic guided wave shares

these dispersive traits, as phase velocity for a given mode exceeds water velocity as

frequency decreases and approaches water velocity as frequency increases. Addition-

ally, this event displays multiple modes, which has been observed in acoustic guided

waves in a number of active seismic source studies (e.g., Klein et al., 2005; Boiero

et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2016).

To further support the hypothesis that these events are acoustic guided waves,

I compare the observed dispersion image to theoretical dispersion curves calculated

using the following approximation from Hatchell and Mehta (2010) for guided waves

in a liquid layer over a solid:
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where h is water depth, ⇢

1

and ⇢

2

are the densities of water and seafloor, respectively,

f is frequency, v

1

is water velocity, v

2

is P-wave velocity of the seafloor, and c is

guided-wave phase velocity. Solutions for phase velocity c and frequency f given

h = 1800 m, ⇢

1

= 1000 kg/m3, ⇢

2

= 1800 kg/m3, v

1

= 1500 m/s, and v

2

= 2300 m/s

(reasonable parameters given Alves (2017)) are shown in white in Figure 5.8. The

theoretical and observed dispersion curves match quite well, further suggesting that

these events are guided acoustic waves.

While commonly observed in shallow marine seismic surveys, guided acoustic

waves have rarely been observed in passive seismic data at this combination of fre-

quencies, spatial scale, and water depth. One similar case was from Hatchell and

Mehta (2010), who used passive seismic interferometry to recover guided acoustic
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Figure 5.8: Guided wave dispersion image for the virtual source gather centered at
the western node for the PP virtual source gather (Figure 5.6a). A gain proportional
to frequency is applied to enhance the modes at higher frequencies. Warmer colors
correspond to greater coherence of the dispersion estimate. The overlying white lines
indicate theoretical dispersion curves using Equation 5.2 and the parameters outlined
in the text. [CR] chap5/. dispersion-h-guided-overlay

waves from continuous seismic data recorded by OBNs 1000 m deep and with a max-

imum o↵set of 9600 m. In that study, the time asymmetry of the resulting acoustic

guided waves were used to detect clock drifts. As seen with the theoretical dispersion

curve calculation, though these acoustic guided waves propagate in the water, they

interact with the seabed and are thus sensitive to elastic properties of the subsur-

face material (Klein et al., 2005). Therefore, it is possible to invert these acoustic

guided wave dispersion curves for more detailed P-wave velocity depth profiles of the

subsurface than the simple half-space model here (Klein et al., 2005; Boiero et al.,

2013).

Critical refractions

Critical refractions, or head waves, occur where there are interfaces with sharp impedance

contrasts. At Moere Vest, Alves (2017) identified refractions o↵ the top of basalt using

the active-source seismic data. Here, I examine the passive seismic data for similar

critical refractions. Figure 5.9 shows time-symmetrized ZZ virtual source gathers for
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frequencies between 0.5 � 2.0 Hz for the same two virtual source locations as in the

previous subsections. Though faint, there appear to be very fast linear events in

both gathers (the stronger events are the acoustic guided waves). The same events

in the PP virtual source gathers (not shown here) are even fainter. Because vertical

geophones are coupled to the ground and not to the water column, this event is likely

propagating in the subsurface. This interpretation, along with the high apparent ve-

locity of the event and knowledge of the subsurface basalt, hints that these events are

potentially critical refractions. Because of the polarity reversal and approximate 2-s

di↵erence in timing between the refractions in each gather, the earlier event could be

a critical refraction o↵ the top of basalt and the later event could be a similar event

that additionally traveled through the water column as a multiple.

Figure 5.9: ZZ virtual source gathers for frequencies between 0.5 � 2.0 Hz for two
di↵erent virtual source locations. a) Western node of the main array. (b) Eastern
node of the main array. Positive o↵sets are toward the east while negative o↵sets
are toward the west. Though faint, potential critical refractions are observed. [CR]

chap5/. refraction-zz-end

The simplest way to determine whether these events extracted from passive seismic

data are critical refractions is to compare them to active-source data. Before doing

so, di↵erences in source location must be accounted for. Virtual sources are located

at nodes on the sea bottom, while active sources are located near the sea surface.

To get these two types of gathers to correspond to the same location, I reference the
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virtual source gather from passive seismic data and the receiver gather from active

seismic data to a common node. To get the gathers to begin at similar times, I shift

the receiver gather from active data by 1.1 s. Given that water depth at Moere Vest

is approximately 1600�1900 m, this shift removes the approximate initial traveltime

through the water column and e↵ectively places the active seismic sources near the

sea bottom. Though the angle of incidence of the initial path through the water

column depends on source-receiver o↵set, I assume that it does not vary significantly

from normal incidence due to ray bending from the high impedance contrast between

the seabed and water.

Active-source vertical-geophone receiver gathers centered at the western and east-

ern nodes of the regular spread (same as in the previous subsections) are shown in

Figure 5.10. I bandpass for frequencies between 2 � 6 Hz, apply a linear gain pro-

portional to o↵set, and heavily clip the gathers to enhance the critical refractions.

Comparison of these events to the fast linear events in the corresponding ZZ virtual

source gathers in Figure 5.9 reveals similar arrival times and moveout velocities. The

similarity not only pertains to the early linear arrivals, but also to the later linear

arrivals. As in the potential critical refractions from passive seismic data, these linear

events also display opposite polarities and are separated by approximately 2 s, which

suggests these later events could be multiple-related critical refractions.

One approach to enhance the stacking power of the potential critical refraction

events in the passive seismic data is to stack over all virtual source gathers to create

a super-source gather (Lin et al., 2013; Nakata et al., 2015). The trade-o↵ is that all

detailed spatial information is lost, as the procedure e↵ectively assumes a 1D medium.

The ZZ super-source gather (Figure 5.11a) reveals stronger critical refractions than

in the individual virtual source gathers (Figure 5.9). These events are apparent at

both negative and positive times, as well as both positive and negative o↵sets, which

indicates that the potential critical refractions are propagating in both directions

along the array. The symmetry of these events in time and space suggest that these

events are not generated by localized sources, and that their fast velocities are not

just apparent velocities from plane waves hitting the array at a specific angle.

The vertical-radial (ZR) super-source gather (Figure 5.11b) also displays hints

of refraction-like events that were not apparent in corresponding individual virtual

source gathers (not shown here). Compared to the ZZ super-source gather, the fast
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Figure 5.10: Vertical-geophone receiver gathers for frequencies between 2� 6 Hz for
two di↵erent virtual source locations. a) Western node of the main array. (b) Eastern
node of the main array. Positive o↵sets are toward the east while negative o↵sets are
toward the west. A linear gain proportional to o↵set and a strong clip are applied to
enhance the critical refractions. [CR] chap5/. active-zz-half

linear events arrive later in time. Furthermore, these events are only apparent at

positive time lags. This observation could provide insight into how these potential

critical refractions are generated in Earth’s ambient seismic noise field, as they suggest

that refractions only appear when reaching the vertical geophone before the radial

geophone (and not vice versa). One hypothesis is that these refractions are the result

of storm-induced down-going energy in the water column interacting with the top of

basalt.

To examine whether the di↵erence in arrival times of the potential critical re-

fractions in the virtual super-source gathers in Figure 5.11 is reasonable, I compare

the positive time lags of the virtual super-source gathers to their respective vertical-

and radial-component receiver gathers from active seismic data. Though the virtual

super-source gathers do not correspond to a specific spatial location while the re-

ceiver gathers do (here, the common node is the western node in the regular spread),

it is an adequate comparison for investigating the relative arrival times of the critical
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Figure 5.11: Virtual super-source gathers for frequencies between 0.5 � 2.0 Hz.
(a) Vertical-vertical geophone correlations. (b) Vertical-radial geophone correlations.
Note the di↵erence in the first refraction arrival times between the two gathers, par-
ticularly at positive time lags. [CR] chap5/. super-unsym
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refraction between di↵erent geophone components. The arrival times of the criti-

cal refraction event in the ZZ super-source gather and vertical-component receiver

gather are similar (Figure 5.12). Using these arrival times as a reference, it is clear

that the corresponding fast linear events in both the ZR super-source gather and the

radial-component receiver gather arrive relatively later by similar amounts of time

(Figure 5.13).

Figure 5.12: Comparison of (a) positive time lags of ZZ virtual super-source
gather and (b) time-shifted vertical-geophone receiver gather for the western node
in the main array. Note that the critical refraction times are comparable. [CR]

chap5/. comp-zz-full

Moronfoyer et al. (2016) hypothesized that the di↵erence in arrival times of the

critical refraction in the two geophone components was due to di↵erences in subsurface

P-wave and S-wave velocities. The vertical component recorded the faster P-wave

refraction while the radial component recorded the slower converted S-wave refraction.

Regardless of the true cause for the di↵erences in critical refraction arrival times, the

fact that fast linear events in the ZZ and ZR super-source gathers display similar

refraction arrival time di↵erences as those in the active seismic data is another piece

of evidence supporting the classification of the fast linear events in the virtual source

gathers as critical refractions.

To compare the velocities of the apparent refractions in the passive and active
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of (a) positive time lags of ZR virtual super-source gather
and (b) time-shifted radial-geophone receiver gather for the western node in the main
array. Note that the critical refraction times are comparable to each other and later
than the corresponding refractions in the vertical geophone receiver gathers. [CR]

chap5/. comp-zx-full

seismic data, I perform linear moveout (LMO) on the gathers. Results using a move-

out velocity of 4400 m/s on the ZZ and ZR virtual super-source gathers are shown

in Figures 5.14a and 5.15a, while the corresponding vertical- and radial-geophone

receiver gathers after LMO with the same velocity are shown in Figures 5.14b and

5.15b, respectively. The apparent critical refractions in both the virtual super-source

gathers and receiver gathers (at least at positive o↵sets) appear to be flattened at

this high moveout velocity, thus providing another piece of evidence that I am re-

covering critical refractions in the passive seismic data. Note that the refractions in

the receiver gathers are not quite flat at negative o↵sets (where sources are west of

the receiver node); they require moveout with a higher velocity to be flattened. This

is likely because the basalt tilts slightly downward toward the west, and apparent

refraction velocities are typically slower shooting down-dip (toward the west) than

up-dip (toward the east).

This trend of di↵erent critical refraction velocities depending on node location

cannot be observed in the super-source gathers. This is because the negative o↵sets

in the virtual super-source gathers are sensitive to a di↵erent part of the basalt than
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the negative o↵sets of the receiver gather centered at the western node of the regular

array. Because of the relatively large number of nodes in the regular spread of the

array, both o↵sets of the virtual super-source gathers are biased towards the critical

refraction response o↵ the basalt directly beneath that particular subset of the array.

While the positive o↵sets of the receiver gather centered at the western node of the

regular array sense the same refraction o↵ the basalt beneath the regular spread, the

negative o↵sets sense the refraction o↵ the basalt that is west of the regular spread.

As a result, the negative o↵sets of the receiver gather are not flattened at 4400 m/s

while the positive o↵sets and virtual super-source gathers are.

Figure 5.14: Comparison of (a) positive time lags of ZZ virtual super-source gather
and (b) vertical-geophone receiver gather for the western node in the main array after

LMO at 4400 m/s. [CR] chap5/. comp-zz-full-lmo

Overall, there is evidence that I am extracting critical refractions from passive

seismic data, particularly when comparing these events to active data. These types of

events from passive seismic data have never been observed before. They are observed

at Moere Vest for a couple of potential reasons. One is that the array provides

su�ciently long o↵sets for potential refractions to become well-separated from other

events, such as guided acoustic waves. Another reason is that there is a basalt body

in the subsurface, which is likely to produce the high-impedance interface needed for

critical refractions to be generated. Two hypotheses for how these critical refractions

are generated are:
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of (a) positive time lags of ZR virtual super-source gather
and (b) radial-geophone receiver gather for the western node in the main array after

LMO at 4400 m/s. [CR] chap5/. comp-zx-full-lmo

• storm-generated P-wave energy producing refractions, and

• surface waves interacting with the top of basalt and converting into refractions.

I investigate the latter hypothesis for the generation of critical refractions in passive

seismic energy in the following section.

NUMERICAL MODELING OF CRITICAL

REFRACTIONS

Because this example from Moere Vest is the first instance of the successful extraction

of critical refractions from the ambient seismic noise field, the natural generation of

these wave modes is not well established. However, knowing that Earth’s ambient

seismic field is dominated by surface waves, one hypothesis is that Scholte waves are

interacting with the top of basalt and subsequently converting or scattering into crit-

ical refractions and di↵ractions. Given it appears that the Scholte-wave wavelengths

vary approximately between 1250 m at 0.4 Hz and 3000 m at 0.2 Hz, it is possible

that they penetrate deep enough to sense the basalt’s horst-and-graben structure
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approximately 1 km beneath the sea bottom.

To test this hypothesis, I simulate wavefield conversions using a staggered-grid

elastic finite-di↵erence wave propagation code (Fabien-Ouellet et al., 2017) on a sim-

plified 2D elastic model of Moere Vest consisting of three layers: a water layer, an

overburden layer, and a basalt layer with a 100-m thick step feature to mimic the

sharp corners of a horst-and-graben structure (Figure 5.16). Specific values for the

elastic parameters were estimated from Alves (2017) and can be found in Table 5.1.

The model spans 5000 cells in the horizontal direction and 800 cells in the vertical

direction, and has a grid spacing of 10 m. Because I am interested in observing the

interaction of low-frequency Scholte waves with the simple step feature of the top of

basalt, I place an explosive source with a 0.4 Hz Ricker wavelet 25 km away from

the step feature and 50 m below the sea bottom. The source goes o↵ at 4 s. The

distance between the source and the step function is large so that the Scholte wave

is separated from other wave modes (refractions and direct waves) by the time it

reaches the step feature. I also place absorbing boundary conditions along all sides of

the model, as I want to reduce interference from waves reflecting o↵ the sea surface.

I run the propagation for 50000 time steps of length 0.008 s.

Layer Thickness [m] V

p

[m/s] V

s

[m/s] Density [kg/m3]
Water 1500 1500 0 1000

Overburden 1000 2300 1400 1800
Basalt infinite 5000 3000 2500

Table 5.1: Model parameters for the simple three-layer model with a 100-m thick step
feature at the top of basalt shown in Figure 5.16.

Figure 5.17a shows the resulting vertical-velocity source gather recorded by re-

ceivers along the water bottom. To help interpret the events, I include the resulting

source gather when using a 7 Hz Ricker wavelet (Figure 5.17b) because the events

are better separated. I also include snapshots of the wavefield at 20 s for both exper-

iments in Figure 5.18. Note that the energy at near o↵sets at low frequencies is an

artifact of the modeling procedure.

The fastest group of arrivals appear to be critical refractions, given that the event

is propagating at approximately 5000 m/s (most apparent in Figure 5.17b), which

is the P-wave velocity of the basalt layer. The next fastest event appears to be

direct P-waves, as they are propagating at close to 2300 m/s, which is the P-wave
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Figure 5.16: Model used for generating synthetic source gathers. The simple three-
layer model consists of a water layer, an overburden, and a basalt body with a step
feature. (a) P-wave velocity. (b) S-wave velocity. (c) Density. Nodes are located at
the water-solid interface and the source is located 50 m below the sea bottom on the
left side of the model. Note that vertical and horizontal axes are not to scale in order
to enhance the step feature in the basalt. [ER] chap5/. moerevest-model
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velocity of the overburden layer. The slowest event appears to be propagating at

approximately 1100 m/s. Though this moveout velocity is close to the S-wave velocity

in the overburden of 1400 m/s, the snapshots of the wavefield at 20 s (Figure 5.18)

suggests that this linear event is related to the wavefield trapped at the solid-liquid

interface at approximately 18 km. Therefore, it appears that this slow event is the

Scholte wave of interest.

Assuming the slower packet of arrivals is related to Scholte waves, there is apparent

forward- and back-scattered energy at the location of the step feature (25 km) at low

frequencies. To better examine the scattered events, I subtract the source gather

associated with the basalt with the step feature from a source gather associated with

the basalt without the step feature (not shown here) to produce Figure 5.19. While

the incident critical refraction and direct P-wave display both forward and back-

scattered energy, I focus on the scattered energy from the incident Scholte wave. As

expected, the incident Scholte wave produces a back-scattered Scholte wave with the

same propagation velocity. More importantly, there is a strong and fast linear event

with moveout velocity of approximately 5000 m/s that is clearly back-scattered o↵ the

step feature. This is the P-wave velocity of the modeled basalt. Therefore, numerical

modeling of wavefield propagation supports the hypothesis that a critical refraction

can be generated from a Scholte wave interacting with the horst-and-graben structure

of the top of basalt. These refractions are generated even if the step feature is as thin

as 100 m.

DISCUSSION

The microseism band at Moere Vest contains a wealth of spatially coherent seismic

signals. Because the microseism band is typically dominated by surface waves, the

presence of coherent Scholte waves is expected. The extracted acoustic guided waves

is less common from passive seismic data but can provide complementary subsurface

information to Scholte waves. By inverting the dispersion curve of the Scholte wave

for an S-wave velocity depth profile and inverting the dispersion curve of the acoustic

guided wave for a P-wave velocity depth profile, it may be possible to estimate Vp/Vs

ratios at Moere Vest without active seismic sources, which can be useful for classifying

di↵erent subsurface lithologies and for generating starting velocity models for elastic

full-waveform inversion.
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Figure 5.17: Modeled source gathers for two di↵erent frequencies. (a) 0.4 Hz. (b) 7 Hz.

[CR] chap5/. dat-step-vz
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Figure 5.18: Snapshot of the wavefield at 20 s for two di↵erent frequencies. (a) 0.4 Hz.

(b) 7 Hz. [CR] chap5/. mov-step-vz
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Figure 5.19: Di↵erence between 0.4 Hz vertical-velocity source gathers with and with-
out the step feature at the top of basalt. Note that the back-scattered energy from
the incident Scholte wave interacting with the step feature appears to be comprised
of both surface waves and critical refractions. [CR] chap5/. di↵-p4-step-vzA

The extraction of apparent critical refractions from passive seismic data has never

been observed before. While stacking over all individual virtual source gathers en-

hanced these events, the resulting virtual super-source gathers do not provide the

spatial detail required for seismic imaging. Therefore, further processing steps would

be needed to extract these weak events in the individual virtual source gathers. The

challenge appears to be dampening the energy from the acoustic guided waves, which

are masking the critical refraction energy. One approach is to use an FK filter to

attempt to remove the acoustic guided waves in the individual virtual source gathers.

Another approach is to create a correlation-based selection filter that selects two-hour

correlations with relatively strong refraction energy prior to stacking (Nakata et al.,

2015). In this approach, the critical refractions in the virtual super-source gathers

are the reference events. Once the critical refractions are isolated in each individual

virtual source gather, it may be possible to perform refraction imaging techniques to

estimate velocity models and stratigraphic layer thicknesses.

While the wave modes at Moere Vest are intriguing, there is still uncertainty re-

garding how the guided acoustic waves and critical refractions are generated. Because

the frequencies I am looking at here are lower than the frequencies of a typical active
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seismic survey, these events are unlikely to be human-generated. The acoustic guided

waves require there to be interfering post-critical reflections within the water column.

Based on the spectrograms, it appears that there is an increase in microseism en-

ergy between periods of active seismic shooting, which could be indicative of stormy

weather conditions. As a number of studies have shown (e.g., Gerstoft et al., 2008c;

Zhang et al., 2010; Landès et al., 2010), P-waves can be generated by storms induc-

ing large ocean waves that interact in deep-water environments. Given that Moere

Vest is located in a deep-water environment, it is possible that the acoustic guided

waves could originate from the interaction of storm-induced ocean waves in nearby

regions. Similarly, critical refractions could also be induced by P-waves generated

by storm-induced microseisms in deep-water environments. Alternatively, the criti-

cal refractions could be generated by long-period Scholte waves interacting with the

horst-and-graben structure of the top of basalt, as modeled in the previous section.

Regardless of the true mechanism for the natural generation of critical refractions,

there are reasons to believe that critical refractions from passive seismic data are not

restricted to Moere Vest. First, for a critical refraction to be observed, a high-velocity

layer must exist in the subsurface. Here, it is a relatively flat basalt layer, but it could

be another material such as salt. Second, there must be strong microseism energy,

whether in the form of P-waves or surface waves. Microseism energy is recorded at

all locations and is particularly strong in deep-water environments during stormy

weather. These requirements are commonly found throughout the world. Thus, what

makes Moere Vest unique is not the location, but rather the array, which provides long

enough o↵sets for refractions to separate from the guided acoustic wave. With similar

arrays, critical refractions in passive seismic data can be more commonly observed.

CONCLUSIONS

Using passive seismic interferometry, I found that the continuous seismic recordings

from the Moere Vest OBN array contained apparent Scholte waves, guided acoustic

waves, and critical refractions. While Scholte waves are commonly extracted from

Earth’s ambient seismic noise field, the latter two wave modes are not. Acoustic

guided waves are commonly observed in shallow-water active seismic surveys, but had

rarely been observed in passive seismic data at low frequencies and deep depths. At

Moere Vest, I found that the dispersion image for the passive acoustic guided wave
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had similar dispersive characteristics as those from typical active seismic surveys.

Much like Scholte waves, these dispersion curves can be inverted for depth profiles

of seismic velocities. Even more rare are critical refractions, which had never been

observed in passive seismic data before. I found that the arrival times of potential

critical refractions from passive seismic data compared well to those from active data.

I hypothesized that one potential mechanism for the natural generation of critical

refractions is that they are converted from low-frequency Scholte waves interacting

with the horst-and-graben structure of the top of basalt. I validated the feasibility

of this hypothesis through numerical modeling of wavefield propagation through a

simplified elastic model containing a basalt layer with a simple step feature. Overall,

it is likely that the length of the array, the presence of a high-impedance interface at

the top of basalt, and strong microseism energy allowed the acoustic guided waves

and critical refractions to be visible.
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Appendix A

Body-wave energy at Long Beach

While estimated Green’s functions (EGFs) from the ambient seismic noise field are

typically dominated by surface waves, there are instances of body-wave energy in

EGFs, including P-wave reflections o↵ the Moho (Ruigrok et al., 2011; Zhan et al.,

2010) and exploration-scale reflections in isolated locations (Nakata et al., 2011;

Draganov et al., 2013). At Long Beach, there were no clear indications of body-wave

energy in either the beamforming analysis (Figure 2.10) or individual high-frequency

virtual source gathers (Figures 3.4 and 3.5). However, by stacking over all virtual

source gathers in the array, it is possible to enhance the body-wave signal at Long

Beach (Lin et al., 2013).

To extract body waves, the virtual source gathers are sorted into 50 m o↵set

bins, frequency bandpassed between 4� 9 Hz, and averaged over causal and acausal

time lags. The resulting gather, which I call a virtual super-source gather, is shown

in Figure A.1 and is the foundation for the work in Nakata et al. (2015). There

are clear body waves propagating between 2 km/s and 2.75 km/s. They appear to

begin propagating at zero time and have velocities that increase with o↵set, which

suggests that these events are diving waves. Given that the array consists of only

vertical-component geophones, these events are likely P-diving waves.

Because I am stacking over all virtual sources, the resulting virtual super-source

gather has poor spatial information. To select EGFs with strong body-wave energy

between individual source-receiver pairs, a second cross-correlation between the vir-

tual super-source gather and individual virtual source gathers is required. Once EGFs
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Figure A.1: Virtual super-source gather created from stacking over all virtual-source
gathers in the Long Beach array. The frequency range is 4–9 Hz. Diving P-
waves are clearly observed to be propagating between 2 km/s and 2.75 km/s. [CR]

appendA/. lb-supergather-all

with a maximum correlation value over a certain threshold are selected, a body-wave

tomography can be performed (Nakata et al., 2015).

While beamforming on the ambient seismic noise field suggested the presence of

Rayleigh waves originating from Interstate 405 and local roads (Figure 2.10), it failed

to reveal any body waves propagating. Therefore, to determine which direction the

body waves are coming from, I sort the virtual super-source gather by virtual source-

receiver pair azimuth and stack them into 10-degree bins. Azimuth is defined as the

angle of the receiver with respect to the virtual source, with 0 degrees corresponding

to a receiver due north of the source and +90 degrees corresponding to a receiver

due east of the source. I also keep causal and acausal time lags, rather than average

them, to help the interpretation of the resulting partial virtual super-source gathers.

Figure A.2 shows three resulting partial super-source gathers for di↵erent azimuths

and frequencies between 4 � 9 Hz. From top to bottom, the panels correspond to

azimuths between 175� 185 degrees (receivers south of the virtual source), 145� 155

degrees (receivers south-southeast of the virtual source), and between 85�95 degrees

(receivers east of the virtual source). These trends are apparent in each day of virtual

source gathers (not shown here), suggesting that these trends are consistent over time.
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Figure A.2: Virtual super-source gathers for frequencies between 4 � 9 Hz along
di↵erent source-receiver azimuths. (a) 175 � 185 degrees (receivers south of the vir-
tual source). (b) 145� 155 degrees (receivers south-southeast of the virtual source).
(c) 85 � 95 degrees (receivers east of the virtual source). All gathers are clipped

independently to enhance any arrivals. [CR] appendA/. lb-supergather-azi
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The first observation is that none of these gathers are symmetric over zero time

lag. Because events at acausal time lags correspond to energy moving toward the

virtual source while events at causal time lags correspond to energy moving away

from the virtual source, it is clear that noise sources are unevenly distributed in

space. Here, the body-wave energy is generally found at causal times, which suggests

that body waves are generated from inland rather than from the ocean (given the

azimuthal orientation of the virtual sources and receivers in Figure A.2).

The second observation is that the body waves are relatively strongest (compared

to any other arrivals) for orientations along the northwest-southeast direction (Fig-

ure A.2b), followed by the north-south (Figure A.2a) and east-west (Figure A.2c)

directions. Therefore, body-wave energy appears to be most strongly propagating

from northwest to southeast. One possible explanation for this energy is that it is

aircraft-generated noise from Long Beach Airport in the northwest part of the array.

Overall, body-wave energy can be observed in the ambient seismic noise field at Long

Beach, and it appears to preferentially propagate from northwest to southeast across

the array.
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Low-frequency virtual source

gathers at Long Beach

While high-frequency virtual source gathers at Long Beach demonstrate relatively low

signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) and require knowledge of the location of major roads

and highways within the array for interpretation (Figures 3.4 and 3.5), low-frequency

(0.5� 2.0 Hz) virtual source gathers display much higher SNR and are much simpler

to interpret. The virtual source gathers shown here were the foundation for the

surface-wave tomography performed in Dahlke et al. (2014).

Using the same methodology outlined in Chapter 3, I create virtual source gathers

in map view centered in the southwest region of the array and over Interstate 405

(Figures B.1 and B.2, respectively). Note that these are the same virtual source

locations as in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. For both source locations, there

is a clear wavefront visible across all times that is likely a Rayleigh wave given the

frequency of investigation. The wavefront displays significant asymmetry over time,

which suggests that it has a preferential propagation direction. Given that the energy

is strongest in the southern region of the array at acausal time lags (when energy is

moving toward the receiver) and strongest in the northern region of the array at causal

time lags (when energy is moving away from the receiver), the apparent Rayleigh wave

is propagating across the array from south to north. Note that this is opposite the

propagation direction of the apparent body wave (Appendix A). This result agrees

with the beamforming analysis in Figure 2.9, where there was significant seismic

energy propagating from south to north throughout the entire array that was likely
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generated from the Pacific Ocean.

When looking at a virtual source gather along a line of receivers oriented north-

south and centered on E 7th St (southernmost station; Figure 3.1), the wavefront is

clearly propagating from south to north (based on previous reasoning). To confirm

that this wavefront is related to the Rayleigh wave, I create a dispersion image from

this virtual source gather by performing a tau-p transform followed by a 1D Fourier

transform along the tau axis (Figure B.4).
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Figure B.1: Snapshots of virtual source gathers centered in the southwest region of the array (1295.0 km easting, 1228.6 km
northing) at (a) �8 s, (b) �4 s, (c) 0 s, (d) 4 s, and (e) 8 s. Snapshots are bandpassed for frequencies between 0.5� 2.0 Hz. All

panels are clipped identically. The Rayleigh wave is clearly propagating from south to north. [CR] appendB/. lb-01-si-micro
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Figure B.2: Snapshots of virtual source gathers centered over Interstate 405 (1294.9 km easting, 1231.6 km northing) at (a) �8 s,
(b) �4 s, (c) 0 s, (d) 4 s, and (e) 8 s. Snapshots are bandpassed for frequencies between 0.5 � 2.0 Hz. All panels are clipped

identically. The Rayleigh wave is clearly propagating from south to north. [CR] appendB/. lb-03-si-micro
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Figure B.3: Virtual source gather along a line of receivers oriented north-south.
The virtual source is located on E 7th St, which is the southernmost source lo-
cation in Figure 3.1. Positive o↵sets are toward the north, while negative o↵sets
are toward the south. This gather is analogous to the one in Figure 3.4a. [CR]

appendB/. nslines-micro

It appears that the wavefront is dispersive, as velocity varies with frequency.

Specifically, velocity appears to decrease (slowness appears to increase) as frequency

increases, which is characteristic of surface waves. As frequency increases, wavelengths

become shorter and thus sense shallower depths. Combined with the observation that

seismic velocity in the subsurface typically increases with depth, surface waves often

exhibit the behavior observed in the dispersion image here. Additionally, propagation

velocities appear to be approximately between 600� 1000 m/s, which are too slow to

be body-wave energy. Overall, ocean-generated Rayleigh waves in the ambient seismic

noise field at Long Beach can be easily recovered and interpreted at low frequencies.
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Figure B.4: Dispersion image in the frequency-slowness domain generated from the
virtual source gather in Figure B.3. [CR] appendB/. lb-disp-micro
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